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Millwood
jury trial
delayed
By TOM MUM
Staff VVrinor
The jury trial of a Murray
State
University studentteacher accused of having sexual intercourse with a 17-yearold Calloway County High
School student has been
delayed until October 20.
A jury trial had previously
been set for September 16 in
Calloway Circuit Court; however due to a death in the family of Murray Attorney Rick
Lamkin, Millwood's attorney.
the dale has bean postponed,
according to court officials. A
status hearing is scheduled for
October 8.
John "Drew" Millwood, 24.
was initially charged with firearm sexual abuse. Following
am kosslirtion by Calloway
County Shariffis Departmeat
investigators, Millwood has
also Mai diarned with tamper* MG physical evidasee,
rOmP*1111Imam
lisos, cultivation of
marijnali sad poasession of
drug
parapberaidia (first
offense). The first two counts
we Class D felonies; the
remainder are Class A misde=MOM

Millwood has pleaded innocent.
According to sheriff's department officials, Millwood was

By km/dm Brews
• Publlc Relations
MURRAY, Ky.- A dedication
for the newly completed Jesse D. I
Hall chemistry building is set for 3 p.m. cal
Wednesday. Sept. 16. The building fag!
,
lures a science library and computer lâ
named for Jones' late grandmother HauK
Mayme Ross. A 1964 MSU alumndt1
Jones and his wife, Deborah, of Bat*
Rouge, La., have pledged $500,000
establish a scholarship endowment in dit:.
college of science, engineering and tecbr•
nology (CSET) in addition to alrnorg
$57,000 for the science library. These gift
will
be
matched
through
der
.
Commonwealth University Excelksoce.
Trust Fund Endowment Matching Funds!,
Program "Bucks for Brains." These gilK
complement previously made gifts antc
Photo provided
•7*.
MES HONORS GRANDPARENTS: Grandparents have been special guests in many Murray Elementary School pledges to the CSET.
Kentucky
Gov.
Steve
Beshear
cannotsi
classrooms over the past few days. The local activities were In recognition of Grandparents Day which was
attend this event due to a prior commit-:
observed September 13, according to Janet S. Caldwell, principal at MES. Pictured above, students in Shannon
rnent, but has asked Helen Mountjoy, secl
ChNe's P2 class read books to their grandparents.
retary of the Workforce and Education;
Development Cabinet, to represent him,!,
"It will give me a chance to personally!
meet Mr. Jones and express my appreciation of his generosity to MSU," Mountjoy
said. "Also, it will allow me to tour the
facility named in his honor. Jesse D. Jones
Hall is not only one of the newest build-

Hazel Council, others busy preparing
for 20th annual celebration activities
By TON MIN

SI See Page2

Staff Witter
AZEL, Ky. —Hazel City
Council and members of the
Hazel Celebtation Committee
are in high gear preparing for the
upcoming 20th Anniversary Hazel
Celebration.
During a meeting at Hazel City Hall
Monday night, council members
approved allocation of $1,000 in financial assistance for the three-day event
coming up October 1-3. The council
also allocated $225 to pay half the
overtime salary for Calloway County
Sheriff's Department personnel to provide security and an additional $750 for
Ports Johns.
For the first time this year, the celebration will feature an amateur barbecue chicken contest featuring both
smoker and grill categories, according
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Oily Forecast
Sy The *medalled Prase
Tuesday...Occasional showers and a chance of thunderstorms. Highs in the mid 70s.
East winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 80 percent
night...Showers
Tuesday
likely and a slight chance of
thunderstorms. Lows in the mid
60s. Northeast winds 5 to 10
mph. Chance of precipitation 70
percent.
Wedinsday...Showers likely
and a slight chance of thunderstorms. Highs in the upper 70s.
Northeast winds around 10
mph. Chance of precipitation 80
percent.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the mid
60s.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of showers. Highs in the upper 70s.
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the lower
60s.
Friday.. Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the lower 80s.
Friday night...Partly cloudy.
Lows in the lower 60s.
cloudy.
Saturday.. Partly
Highs in the lower 80s.
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to Councilwornan Nancy Mieure. An
exhibit of old Hazel photos is also
planned detailing the history of the city
from the late 1800s through today.
In other business, the council discussed plans to bring Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Health Express to the
city ono!! per week allowing residents
to receive much-needed attention and
medication closer to home.
Councilwoman Michelle Sharp said
residents she spoke to were excited
about the possibility.
"They are all for the health express
there with a place to sit outside so they
can sit," Sharpe said.
Mayor Kerry Vasseur said he has discussed the move with MCCH CEO
Keith Bailey. The express will park
downtown on land recently purchased
by the council fronting U.S. 641 just
north of Heart of Hazel Antique Mall.

A nurse practjacsust
will most likely provide services and medications will be ordered
during the day and
delivered by late afternoon.
"People have always
wanted something that
they could just walk
ilasanur
to," Vasseur said. "This
will be one of them."
The council has previously discussed
several other uses for the site including
concerts, special events and a public
restroom area that would serve residents and visitors shopping in the
downtown area.
Also, the council discusses several
projects that would include the painting
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Ex-state lawmaker,
Jailed, charged in
woman's death
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A former
lawmaker charged with murder in the .4
death of his ex-girlfriend remained con-:.:
fined Tuesday in a southern Kentucky AD
-4
cell.
Steve Nunn was taken to the Hart
County jail Monday on wanton endanger-,
ment charges after being released from a
hospital for what appeared to be selfinflicted wounds.

•See Page 2

Murray Lions Club
marks 70th anniversary
that time, including the recently
By HAINKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
collected $8,943 for the Sight
The Murray Lions Club cele- First II campaign. He said many
brated its 70th anniversary children with vision problems
recently and members pledged aren't from third-world counto continue their many service tries and their parents may not
projects, including providing know they have a problem
eyeglasses to those in need.
before club members give them
In his keynote address, free vision tests at school.
International Director Douglas
"(The children) will know that
Lozier of Indianapolis listed a there are leaves on trees and not
few historical events that big, green sponges," he said.
occurred in 1939 when the
Lozier quoted an article called
Murray club was founded with "The Power and Value of
22 members, including the Volunteering," saying people
beginning of World War II, an volunteer because it feels good,
earthquake in Chile and a letter not because they get any specifto the president from Albert ic reward. He spoke of several
Einstein that led to the other Lions Club programs,
Manhattan Project creating the including Project Hope, which
nuclear bomb. He said they gives veterans with post-trauwere there that night to cele- matic stress disorder the chance
brate the many projects that had
helped people in Murray since MI See Page 2
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HAWKINS TEAGUEA•dger & ramil.
Past International Director Thomas Matney (behind the podium) congratulates new mambo*
of the Murray Lions Club at the 70th anniversary banquet in the Curds Center Ballrootil
Saturday night.
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III Chemistry building ...

Police,SIMI USU UM
Murray Police Department
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 10:26 a.m. Sept. 2 at
305 North 12th St. after someone reported mischief to a vehicle.
- A report for theft of medication was taken at 3.42 p.m. at the
station.
- A stolen vehicle report was taken at 1 .17 p.m Sept. 3 at 1109
Elm St.
- A theft report was taken at 9:07 a.m. Tuesday at Wal-Mart after
someone reported a stolen purse
- A theft report was taken at 10:37 a.m. at the station.
- A theft report for identity theft was taken at 3:08 p.m. at 809
Coldwater Rd.
theft report was taken at 5:21 p.m. at 503 South Ninth St.
-A structure fire was reported at 6:03 p.m. at 1412 Diuguid Dr.
;A theft report was taken at 8:34 a.m. at the station after someone reported medication stolen from an automobile.
theft report was taken at 11:26 a.m. Wednesday at the Chase
lifter someone reported a stolen license plate
-ilk theft report was taken at 11:38 a.m. at the ttation after someOne reported a stolen wallet.
jk forgery report was taken at 2:02 p.m. at 200 North 12th St. A
aissible "bogus" $10 bill was reported while the customer was
gill present.
tA stolen vehicle report was taken at 3:43 p.m. at 805 North 18th
St after someone reported the unauthorized use of a vehicle.
;A theft report was taken at 9:30 a.m. Thursday after someone
stopped an officer to report a stolen bicycle.
--A hit-and-run accident was reported at 3:16 p.m. at 732 Vine St.
after a vehicle was hit in a parking lot.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 3:35 p.m. at 904
Southwood Dr.
it:A theft report was taken at 6:01 p.m. at the station.
Murray State University Public Safety
•.
• A theft report was taken at 11:51 a.m. Sept. 1 at the campus
bookstore after a caller reported stolen textbooks. An individual
Was arrested by MSU Police on a warrant out of Calloway
County and McCracken County.
; A report for theft under $500 was taken at 2:46 p.m. at the
Public Safety Building.
!. A report for theft under $500 was taken at 6:30 p.m. Sept. 6 at
College Courts after a caller reported a stolen bicycle.
report for theft under $500 was taken at 10:43 a.m. Tuesday
l!t Regents College after someone reported a stolen scooter.
-; A report for criminal mischief in the third degree was taken at
3:40 p.m. at the Public Safety Building when a student reported
a vehicle being keyed in a parking lot on campus.
-- A report for theft under $500 was taken at 12:58 p.m. Thursday
gt the Public Safety Building after someone reported a stolen
bicycle.
-A fire alarm was activated at 9:51 p.m. at Hart College by over00oked food in a microwave on the second floor kitchen. There
was no fire but there was a small amount of smoke.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
7A

II Trial delayed ...
From Front
working as a student teacher at
CCHS in March when he
allegedly met the female after
school and drove with her to
another location where they
allegedly had sexual intercourse. At the time of the

alleged crime, the age of sexual
consent in KentLcky was 16, but
it was illegal for a person in a
position of authority to have
sexual contact with a minor
under Kentucky law. The age of
consent has since been changed
to 18.

IN Hazel Celebration...
From Front
of Hazel history-centered
murals around the city. The
council plans to ask Murray
State University art department
students for assistance should
any need projects for grades.
Grant funding to assist with
costs will be available in
December 2009-January 2010
that would pay for the price of
paint and other needs. A contest
was discussed to find the right
design for murals that would
depict Hazel's history over the
years. The murals will be painted on the side of downtown
buildings giving the area an
artsy upgrade reflecting the
city's colorful history once
approved by the council.

Also, councilmembers discussed a request to place signage near the city hall building
providing direction to what
may become a designated arts
district. Local artist Glen Earl
Newman and three others have
foimed a new Hazel Art Guild
with a museum centered on
Newman's property featuring
works of member artists.
Newman will be invited to
bring his proposal in person to
the council during a subsequent
meeting to discuss the idea.
In preparation for the upcoming Christmas season,
Councilwoman Pat Latimer
proposed the purchase of new
lighting for the city's decorative light fixtures at a cost
ranging from $1.(XX) to $1,350.
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News in Brief

ship endowment in the CSET to
date, this program will complement the MSU Program of

From Front
ings on any campus in
Kentucky. but with its state-ofthe-art classrooms and laboratories, it is one of the finest."
A Marshall County, Ky.,
native and retired Albemarle
Corp. executive, Jones was the
major contributor of the Jesse L.
Jones Family Clock Tower in
the new MSU science complex,
named for his late father. Since
2005, Jones has established
more than $3.6 million dedicated to scholarships, faculty
awards and the clock tower construction to the Murray State
CSET.
"During my career in the
chemical industry, I learned
what a valuable resource scientific literature can be to innovation and problem solving in scientific study and research,"
Jones said. "With the construction of the new science complex
in the western portion of MSU's
campus, I wanted those students
to have a library conveniently
located. With the chemistry
building nearing completion, it
seems logical to include a
library with modern, database
access with the latest computer
resources open to science students."
Jones chose to dedicate the
library in memory of his grandmother, a woman he describes
as "way ahead of her time."
Earning most of the income for
her family in rural Marshall
County, "Ms. Mayme" was a
talented seamstress best known
for making special occasion
dresses. Jones adds, "Her display of self-reliance showed me
that with a positive attitude and
willingness to put forth effort,
we can accomplish many
things." She died in 1972.
"The provision of funds for a
dedicated science library in
Jones Hall is a tangible expression of Mr. Jones' desire to
make advances in science accessible to our students," says Dr.
Steve Cobb, dean of the Murray
State CSET. "This library will
allow fast electronic access to
the most current sources of scientific information available,
and it has been designed to be
one of the most comfortable and
inviting learning environments
on MSU's campus. Every science student will be invited to
use this facility to enhance their
learning experience here."
Through Jones' recent endowment in the Murray State CSET,
the Jesse D. Jones Scholars
Program in the CSET has
emerged. The largest scholar-

Distinction Telecommunications Systems
Management, the Dr. Hugh L.
and Mrs. Hontas K. Houston
Endowed Professorship, the
Anna S. Brown and Ruth B.
Logan Endowed Chair in PreMedicine, and the Dr. Alfred
Wolfson
Center
for
Environmental Studies and
Research and Endowed Chair.
Students selected as Jones
Scholars will be required to
work a minimum of two hours a
week with or for a distinguished
chair or professor, or the
Program of Distinction in the
college.
Cobb adds, "Scholarship
recipients or 'Jones Scholars'
will have the opportunity to participate in research projects as
part of the award program.
These students will enjoy access
to equipment, instrumentation
and faculty expertise that will
give them a head start in their
preparation for science careers
or graduate study."
Jones continues to work with
MSU President Randy Dunn
and the MSU office of development with ongoing projects and
planned gifts."Mr. Jones' vision
for the college of science engineering and technology is coming to life," says Dunn. "With
the addition of Jesse D. Jones
Hall, the Hattie Mayme Ross
Science Library and the Jones
Scholars Program, our students
will have a number of wonderful new advantages to prepare
them for success in the sciences
and beyond."
Generous alumni supporters
like Jones are allowing Murray
State to prosper in less than
ideal economic circumstances.
"In these tough economic
times, many folks are struggling
to meet basic obligations," says
Jones. "To the extent one can,
continued support of worthy
causes is surely timely in current circumstances. It is my
desire to continue with my plans
for giving in this regard.-

to talk with others going
through the same experiences
about the problems they face
back home.
Lozier said he was happy how
the Murray Lions Club had
grown over the years, but said it
needed to grow more. He said
about a quarter of local members are women, but he would
like to sec that percentage grow
as well.
"It's time to put down the
remote control... and ask someone to be a member," he said. "I
know saying, 'Doug, you're

MAYFIELD. Ky (API — Police have found a body inside a
pickup truck at a western Kentucky hospital.
Kentucky State Police said there would be an autopsy Tuesday
on a body discovered in the parking lot of Jackson Purchase
Medical Center in Mayfield.
Police withheld identification and said details of the investigation would be released following the autopsy, which was being
performed in Madisonville.

Stargazers invited to Pennyrile park
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.(API -- Pennyrile Forest State Resort
Park in western Kentucky is inviting stargazers for a special
astronomy workshop on Sept. 26.
The workshop will be conducted by Ross Workman, a member
of the West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers.
After a presentation at the park, the workshop will carpool to a
site in the adjacent forest to view the night sky.
Participants may bring their own telescopes and binoculars, but
one will be provided for those who don't have their own.
Pennryile Forest State Resort Park is about 8 miles south of
Dawson Springs.

Earle to perform at MSU's
Lovett Wednesday night
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Nashville singer-songwriter
Justin Townes Earle will return
to Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium at 7:30
Wednesday night for the second
time this year.
Earle is the son of legendary
country-rock artist Steve Earle
and released his critically
acclaimed
second
album,
"Midnight at the Movies." back
in February, which was a few
days after he played to a welcoining crowd at Lovett. Like
the last show, the audience will
be seated at tables on the stage
with Earle and his backup musi clans for an intimate, coffeehouse-like atmosphere.
Matt Parker. the assistant Earle
facility manager for Lovett and
the Regional Special Events Center, said it's important to remember that though Earle is the son of a famous singer-songwriter, his
musical style is quite different and he has a unique identity.
"He brings his own separate ideas and thoughts to the way he
treats American roots music," Parker said. "I think a lot of new
roots musicians just copy and paste (from the genre) ... he adds a
new appreciation to the old."
Earle's bio on the Web site for his label, Bloodshot Records, lists
quotes from sevetal laudatory reviews.
"I have a feeling that in a few years we'll need backstage passes
at the Ryman auditorium to get anywhere near him," said the
Chattanooga Free Press. "He's just THAT good."
"Justin Townes Earle is living proof that despite the freak show
that is modern day Nashville, there are still artists out there who
revere the deep roots of the American musical tradition while still
pushing the boundaries to create something new and wonderful,"
said PopMatters.com.
Referring to Earle's namesake,Townes Van Zandt, the Nashville
Scene said, "Like the late Van Zandt, Earle uses a base of acoustic
blues and prewar folk to build his own brand of American roots
music."
For tickets to tomorrow's show, call 809-5577 or 1-800-7453(XX) or visit ticketmaster.com.

•Lions anniversary .••
From Front

Body found in pickup truck at Mayfield

preaching to the choir,' and 1
am, but I need you to sing to
your congregation."
Melvin Jones Fellowships
were given to Richard Jones, the
club's 45th president, and John
Kenneth Purcell, the 62nd president. Framed International
Presidents' Certificates were
given to Second Vice President
Greg Anderson; the MSU and
Hazel branches of the Murray
Lions Club.
Past International Director
Thomas Matney of Harrodsburg
also introduced the newest
members to the local club.

MI Nunn charged
From Front
Lexington police charged him
late Monday with murder and
violation of a protective order
in the shooting death of
Amanda Ross on Friday outside her townhome.
Nunn is the son of former
Republican Gov. Louie Nunn.
The younger Nunn ran unsuccessfully for the GOP gubernatorial nomination in 2(X)3. He
spent 15 years as a state representative until losing a bid for
re-election in 2(X)6.
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He returned to state government in 2(X)7 as deputy secretary of the Cabinet for Health
and Family Services, but was
put on administrative leave in
February after he was accused
of hitting Ross and was
charged with domestic violence. He resigned in March.
Hart County deputy jailer
Ann Pippin said Tuesday that a
$57,(XX) cash bond had been set
on six counts of wanton endangerment. Those charges stem
from allegations that Nunn
brandished a .38-caliber handgun when police found him
hours after the shooting at a
Hart County cemetery where
his pal-Lilts are buried. The
cemetery is about 95 miles
southwest of the scene of the
shooting.
Fayette County court records
show that Ross had a protective
order issued stemming from the
domestic violence charge
against Nunn that was in effect
through March 2010. The order
also required that Nunn not
have any firearms in his possession.
Ross claimed in the February'
complaint that Nunn became
violent during an argument at
her home and hit her in the face
four times, causing red marks
and bruising.
The complaint also said Nunn
pushed her against a wall.
broke a lamp and threw a cup
of bourbon at her
Nunn said at the time that
ROSS blocked him from leaving
her apartment, struck him in the
lace and threw him into the
lamp.
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STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade Students of the
Month for August are Leah Feldhaus, James Harrison, Alex Arnett and Tyler Winn. These students were chosen because of outstanding character, work habits, behavior and cooperation
with their peers and teachers.

Photo provided
ACTING UP: P3 students from Murray Elementary School recently participated in a hands-on
drama workshop with April Cochran from Market House Theatre. Students were involved in
various roles to utilize their performance elements to show facial expression, gesture, vocal
• expression and movement to portray their character.

Photo provided
HANDS UP: Students in Mr. Brown, Mrs. Newsome and Mrs. Lawson's P1 classes participate
in a handwriting activity with teacher Diane Basiak. P1 students are learning to write utilizng
the Handwriting Without Tears program this year.

KYSER LOUGHitedger & Time
BOARD VISIT: Senior class officers at Calloway County High School welcome State Board of
Education members to CCHS during their recent totir. Board members spent time talking with
students about their school experience.
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Photo provided
PILLOW SIGNING: Students in Holly Bloodworth's third
grade class at Murray Elementary put social studies concepts
in action with a pillow production project. Pictured are P4 students Lily Sanchez and Shae Sales.
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STATE VISIT: Deputy Commissioner of Education Ruth Webb
recently visited the Calloway County Day Treatment Center to
stop by classrooms and offer her congratulations on being
named the 2009 Best Practice Site for alternative education
programs in the categories of Academic Performance,
Learning Environment and Efficiency. Pictured, from left, Amy
Futrell, teacher, Susan Bucy, Day Treatment Center Director,
Webb and Tiffany Pitman, DTC counselor.
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LEMMAI
My golden opportunity! My
chance to shine! My time to
show my family that I'm a warrior, a champion, a real sportsman, uh, sportsdog! I'm sorry, I
should introduce myself. I'm
Mr. Dogwood, but my friends
and funds,' call me Woody.
(Sometimes
hear
"Dogwood" if I've made a
knucklehead decision or if my
parents are trying to get my
attention.) Anyway, I'm a black
and tan miniature wiener dog
who lives in the great state
where I was born - Kentucky.
That makes me "Woody, The
Kentucky Wiener." Like any
other wiener dog, I like mealtimes, chasing cats and digging.
Unlike other wiener dogs, I have
a job. That's right - a regular.
set-the-alarm, carry- my-briefcase, get-a-paycheck job! My
big sister Chloe (a redheaded
miniature wiener dog), my
human parents (Mom and Dad)
and I travel around in The
Woody Bus talking to kids and
adults about being their best. We
call it 'Woody's Five Ways to Be
Successful.' Mom, Dad. Chloe,
and I hope we help others, all the
while reminding ourselves, that
with hard work, a positive attitude, respect for others and ourselves, we can accomplish great
things. Mom and Dad tell Chloe
and me every day that we can
achieve all our goals and
dreams. "Work and dream like a
big dog, Woody!" Dad once told
me. "It doesn't matter that
you're little, just think big. That,
plus a winning attitude and hard
work will take you places!" That
was the best advice I'd heard. In
fact, it's become my motto'
Now, Mom. Dad, Chloe, and I
travel all around and share that
message with others. How great
is that!
Where was I? Oh, my golden
opportunity. It started while my
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family was watching our
favorite TV show - a competition about surviving outdoors.
During the course of the show,
people live outdoors, participate
in different challenges, and try to
survive. The person who can
stay in the game the longest by
finding their own food, braving
the elements and staying tough
is the winner. The Winner gets to
brag to everyone how he or she
survived - and goes away with a
great big money prize! Anyway,
Mom, Dad, Chloe and I were
watching as the competitors
hiked 12 miles up a mountain
and used a grapevine to swing
across a river filled with crocodiles before they were safe. I
made the comment that it
seemed like a simple task.
"Simple?" Chloe asked, "It
doesn't look simple to me.
Besides, Woody, you get tired on
our two-mile walk every morning. Do you really think you
could hike 12 miles and fend off
crocodiles?" "Sure I could. If
faced with the challenge. I
would prevail every time!" I
responded. puffing my chest out
a bit. I thought the conversation
was closed until Dad said. "Hey.
let's put you to the test! How
about the four of us take an oldfashioned
camping
trip?"
"TerRUFFic idea!" I barked.
"Can we compete like they do
on the show?" "Sure. your Mom
and I will come up with challenges and you and Chloe can
compete." Secretly I smiled.
Piece of cake! My sister was the
smartest and prettiest girl I
knew, but I was the guy, the
man, the brute! I could hear it
now,"Game over, Woody won!"
Mom must have read m)
thoughts because she said.
"Remember. Woody, it's a
friendly competition and your
sister is tougher than you think."
"Yes ma'am," I replied. "What's
the grand prize?" I asked. Dad

thought for 'a minute and said,
"Since the winner of the show
receives money, the winner of
our version will receive money,
too - a new, crisp S50 bill!" I'd
wanted a new bowling game for
my WOOF system. Fifty dollars
would do the trick! I was getting
ready to browse the Internet to
find the game I was going to buy
when Dad said, "Here's your
first challenge: You and Chloe
must each pack your own backpack of things you will need for
the camping trip. You can only
take one bag so make sure you
pack smart, taking only items
that will be useful. Get your bag
packed hecause we will leave as
soon as the sun comes up in the
morning" "In the morning? At

sun up? That's early" I replied.
For some reason. Morn, Dad and
Chloe laughed. I must have
missed the joke hut unfortunately, I didn't have time to ask what
was funny. I had to get focused.
I had a competition to win and
my first challenge was getting
my backpack ready. And for the
life of me. I couldn't remember where Mom kept the blankets.

Thanks to LG&E/KII both
EON companies and KPA for
making this project possible.
Thanks to the
Kentucky
Secretors ofStatefor sponsoring
the nest podeast. i•or podeast
and questions and activates go
online to www.kvpre.ss.com
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Festival of Champions scheduled for Saturday
Spooled Is la Ledger
Murray State University will
once again be hosting one of the
oldest and most prestigious
tniuthing band festivals of its
kind in the South. The 32nd
annual "Festival of Champions"
high school marching band
competition will be held on
Saturday, Sept. 19, in the Roy
tewart Stadium, according to
-Dennis L. Johnson, director of
• Bands and Orchestra.
Thirteen bands from throughout Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois
And Tennessee will compete
according to classification.
,."'llaese bands are representative
„nf some of the finest in our
region," Johnson said. "Their
..,,appearance is catainly due in
.,part to the quality and national
.seputation of the Festival of
Champions It is indeed a testimony to our festival that so
'many fine bands will travel such
great distances to participate."
John Fannin, assistant dime.- tor of Bands and Director of the
."MSU Racer Band agrees and
noted that, "'The competition is
filled with terrific bands and
tithould provide a wonderful day
'of pageantry and excitement"

Thirty-two years is quite a milestone and we are doing everything possible to make it a very
special day for the bands and all
those who attend.
The competition begins at
11:30 ctn. with a Class A performance by the Murray High
School Band and continues
through the Class AAAAA
bands which conclude at 3:30
p.m. At that time, the Murray
State University Racer Band
will perform the first of two
exhibitions during the day.
"Due to the smeller number of
bands competing this year, we
are inviting all bands to perform
again in the evening for the
finals competition which will
begin at 6 p.m.", Fannin stated.
'This is a new wrinkle for us,"
Johnson added. "Even though
Massac County cannot stay the
entire day, we think having all
12 bands instead of 10 in the
finals will add to the excitement
of the festival." Following the
finals competition, the MSU
Racer Band will again perform a
totally different and unique
show. "It's very exciting for our
students to perform before so
many wonderful bands and such

an appreciative audience", stated Fannin.
Ticket prices are $6 for adults
and $4 for children under 12 for
either the preliminary or the
finals competition. A special
combination ticket which is
good for both the preliminary
and finals competition is available for $10 adults and $6 for
children under 12. Murray State
students with ID qualify for the
reduced (children's) rates as
well. Johnson noted that a special group price is available for
organizations of more than 25
who reserve tickets in advance.
Interested groups should contact
Professor Johnson at(270) 8096456.
The lone Class A Band scheduled to appear is Moray High
School at 11:30 a.m.; the AA
competition begins with Trigg
County at 11:45 a.m.; Reidland
High School at noon; Massac
County (111.) at 12:15 and Todd
County at 12:30 p.m.. After a
short Judges Break, the AAA
Competetion begins at 1 p.m.
with Boonville, (Ind.); next is
Calloway County at 1:15 p.m.
and Lone Oak High School at
1:30 p.m. Following another

Ten Crier

'Dirty Dancing' star Patrick Swayze dies at 57
LOS ANGELES (AP) Patrick Swayze personified a
particular kind of masculine
'grace both on and off screen,
from his roles in films like
"Dirty Dancing" and "Ghost" to
-the way he carried himself in his
'long fight with pancreatic cancer.
• Swayze died from the illness
on Monday in Los Angeles, his
'publicist said. He was 57.
"Patrick Swayze passed away
peacefully today with family at
his side after facing die dadlenges of his illness fix the- last
20 months," Annan Wolf said in
-a statement Meador/ evening.
She declined to give dataila.
Fans of the Mar YON ad. dened to learn in Mwth 2008
that Swayze was suffering from
an especially deadly form of
'•••
:cancer.
tic riPBOlibeed,
despite ae diagnosis,
together a memoir with his wife
and 'hoofing "The Beast," an
A&E drama series for which he
had &heady made the pilot.
Swayze said he diow not to
use painkillers while making
"The Beast" because they would
have taken the edge off his performance. The show drew a
' respectable 1.3 million viewers
when the 13 episodes ran this
year, but A&E said it reluctantly
decided not to renew it fix a sec-ond season.
When he first went public
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with the illness, some reports
gave him only weeks to live, but
his doctor said his situation was
"considerably more optimistic"
than that. Swayze acknowledged that time might be running out given the grim nature
of the disease.
.rd say five years is pretty
wishful thinking," Swayze told
ABCs Barbara Walters in early
2009.'Rim years seems likely if
you're going to kithave statistics.
I want In last until they find a
CUM, which mem lid better get
ante under it.
And that's exactly what he
&M. In February, Swayze wrote
an op-ed piece in the
Vhishiligton Post tided, "I'm
Baffling Cancer. How About
Some Help, Congress?" in
which he urged senators and
representatives to vote for the
maximum funding for the
National Institutes of Health to
fight cancer as part of the economic stimulus package.
He also appeared in the
September 2008 live television
event "Stand Up to Cancer,"
where he pleaded: "I keep
dreaming of a future, a future
with a long and healthy life, a
life not lived in the shadow of
cancer, but in the light ... I
dream that the word 'cure' will
an longer be followed by the
words 'is impossible.'"
Oslebritiss and fans inspired
by Swayze's struggle poured out
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short judges break. the AAAAA
competition
begins
with
Northwest (Tenn.) High School
at 2:15 p.m.; Muhlenberg
County at 2:30 p.m.; Daviess
County at 2:45 p.m.; Henderson
County at 3 p.m. and Marshall
County at 3:15 p.m.. The classes
are determined by school size.
New this year will be the presentation of the Preliminary
Awards, which will be given on
the field at the conclusion of the
Racer Band performance. The
order of the bands for the Finals
Competition (beginning at 6
p.m.) will also be determined at
that time.
Food,refreshments, special Tshirts, hats and souvenir programs will all be available for
purchase at the stadium.
General admission tickets need
not be purchased in advance.
For additional information
about the 2009 Festival of
Champions,
contact
the
University Bands office at(270)
762-6450 from 8:30 a.m. 4:30
p.m. daily or e-mail: dermis.johnson @murraystate.edu.

their condolences, including C.
Thomas Howell, who costarred
with Swayze in "The Outsiders,"
"Grandview U.S.A." and "Red
Dawn."
"I have always had a special
place in my heart for Patrick,"
he said. 'While 1 was fortunate
enough to work with him in
three films, it was our passion
for horses that forged a friendship between us that 1 treasure to
this day."
Others used Twitter to
express their sadness, and "Dirty
Dancing" was a top trending
nvic Monday night traded by
other Swayze films.
Demi Moore, who played
Swayze's fiancee in "Ghost,"
wrote: "Patrick you are loved by
so many and your light will forever shine in all of our lives."
Moore's husband, Ashton
Kutcher, tweeted: "RIP P
Swayze" and linked to a
YouTube clip of the actor poking fun at himself in a classic
"Saturday Night Live" sketch, in
which he played a wannabe
Chippendales dancer alongside
the corpulent - and frighteningly shirtless-Chris Farley.
Larry King wrote: "Patrick
Swayze was a wonderful actor
& a terrific guy. He put his heart
in everything. He was an
extraordinary fighter in his battle w Cancer." King added that
he'd do a tribute to Swayze on
his CNN program Tuesday
night.
A three-time Golden Globe
nominee, Swayze became a star
with his performance as the misunderstood bad boy Johnny
Castle in "Dirty Dancing."
As the son of a choreographer who began his career in
musical theater, he seemed a
natural to play the role.
A coming-of-age romance
starring Jennifer Grey as an idealistic young woman on vacation with her family and Swayze
as the Catskills resort's sexy
(and much older) dance instructor, the film made use of both
his grace on his feet and his
muscular physique.

NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to moot
at 5 p.m. today, Tuesday,
Sept. 15, in district courtroom at the Calloway
County Judicial carder. On
the agenda for the meeting
Is consideration of s resolution tranefardng FOK Heinlein
Road to the NatIOnal Perk
Service, board . appointments, a budget amendment
concerning ditastor relief
and the recording of spacial
district tax rates..
• The Murray Planning
Corturession oill meet at 5
p.m..today(Woodsy)at City
Hall. The homing Is set to
review land use element of
the comprehensive plan and
approval of the base study,
transportation and community facilities elements of the
plan. An advisory meeting Si
planned for a residential
development project'at 1416
Diugiud Dr. for Merryman
House with the Kentucky
Domestic
Violence
Association. There will also
be a hearing to review its
residential
preliminary
planned development project plat.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will
meet
at
4:30
p.m.
Wednesday at City Hall.
There will be a compatibility
hearing for a planned residential project for Merryman
House Domestic Violence
Center, as well as a public
hearing to review the conditional use permit application
for the project.
Another hearing to review
dimensional variance application for a 15 and 25-foot
side yard setback for a proposed building at 306
Andrus Drive for C.A. Jones
Management Group. There
will be another public hearing to review the conditional
use permit application to
allow one dwelling unit in a
8-3 zoning district at the
same location of a permitted
business at 109 North Third
St., Unit 1.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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Joe Pat Jones Sr.
Joe Pat Jones Sr., 71, Charley Miller Road, Alm°. died Monday,
Sept. 14, 2009, at 10:20 a.m. in the emergency room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Mama Shields
Mona Shields, 86, of New Concord. Ky., died at 7 p.m. Monday,
September 14. 2009 at her home.
Born August 3, 1923, she was the daughter of Ira F. Philippe and
Alma (Miles) Phillippe, who preceded her in death. She was also
preceded in death by her husband, Omer Shields Sr., and one son,
Omer Shields Jr.
She is survived by three daughters; Patricia Tomkoviak of New
Concord, Marcia Ann Bolden of Millbrook, Ill., and Beverly Casey
and her husband, John, of Millington, Ill; four sons, Doug Shields
and his wife, Becky,of New Concord, Stephen Shields of Sheraton,
Ill., Oscar Shields and his wife, Wanda, of Palestine, Ill., and Tony
Shields of Tenn Haute, Ind. She is also survived by 35 grandchildren and 35 great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home in Murray. Online condolences may be made at
www.yorkfuneralhorne.com.

Mos. Susan McCoy
A graveside service for Mrs. Susan McCoy will be Thursday at 2
p.m. at Stewart Cemetery. Rev. Tim Allred will officiate. Visitation
will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from noon to 2 p.m.
Thursday. Expressions of sympathy may go to final expenses of
Susan McCoy, 201 South 3rd St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. McCoy, 37, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 13, 2009, at 3:15
p.m.in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High
School. Born Nov. 1, 1971 in Paducah, she was the daughter of the
late James William McKnight and Kay Clark McKnight.
Survivors include her husband, Michael McCoy, to whom she
was morried Nov. 30, 2000 in Murray; one daughter, Alesha Perry,
and two sons, Corey McCoy and Brandon McCoy and wife,.
Magcan, all of Murray; two sisters, Jamie Williams, Mayfield, and
Tina McCormick and husband, Hugh, Henderson; two brothers,
James McKnight and wife, Heather, and Russ Spiller and wife,
Diana, all of Murray.

!adds D. Fain
The funeral for Jackie D. Fain will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. John Sheppard will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Salem Cemetery at Lynn Grove.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday). Pallbearers will be Bobby Fain, Jimmy Fain, Joe Edd
Inman, Glen Johnson, Bobby Bazzell and Harold Harried. Danny
Claiborne will lead the University Church of Christ singers.
Mr. Fain, 67, Kirbey Road, Murray, died Friday, Sept. 11, 2009
at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
He had retired after 42 years as a chemical operator at Arkema
Chemical Plant, Calvert City, and was a member of Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove. Born Oct. 21, 1941, in Calloway County, he
was the son of Dan Fain who died in 2007 and Carolyn Rogers Fain
who died in 2005.
Survivors include his wife, Linda Fain, to whom he was married
in 1969 in Murray;one daughter, Candice Winebarger and husband,
Brandon, Hazel; one son, Marc Fain and wife, Amanda, Coldwater;
one brother, Roger Fain, Wellington Colo.; four grandchildren.
Lexie and Daniel Fain, Coldwater, and Hunter and Jasmyn
Winebarger, Hazel; several nieces, aunts and uncles.

Kama (Terry) Turner
FAIRHOPE, Ala. - The funeral for Kenneth (Terry) Turner has
been set for 10 a.m. on Wednesday at Fairhope United Methodist
Church in Fairhope, Ala. The family will receive friends one hour
prior to the service. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Shepard's Place, Fairhope United Methodist Church 155 South
Section St.. Fairhope, AL 36532, or The American Heart
Association. Wolfe Funeral Home of Fairhope is in charge of the
arrangements.
Kenneth (Terry) Turner, 71, Fairhope, died Friday, Sept. 11,
2009. Born in Kevil, Ky., he was a longtime resident of Murray, Ky.
He was preceded in death by his wife Joann Turner, and his parents,
Murray and La Vanche Rimer. Survivors include his daughter, Terri
Thompson and husband. Mike, Fairhope; two sons, Darrell Turner
and wife, Angela, and Greg Turner, all of Panama City, Fla.; two sisters, Nancy Fleming, Lovelaceville, Ky., and Sandra Jackson and
husband, Kenny, Murray: two brothers, Murray Turner and wife,
Janet, Louisville, Ky, and Gerald Turner and wife, Anna, Murray;
seven grandchildren, Matthew Thurman, Fairhope, Andrew
Thompson and Alli Thompson, Auburn, Ala., Ashley Turner,
Pensacola, Fla., and Hillary, Emily, and Tiffani Turner, all ol
Panama City; one great-grandchild, Kaylee Thurman, Troy, Ala.

Homecoming 2009
at

New Concord Church of Christ
Sunday, September 20
Featured Keynote

Jim Bill
Schedule of Services
Bible: Study
Morning Worship
Fellowship Meal
Afternoon Worship

9-00 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

Please be our honored guest for a day filled with heartfelt worship,
wonderful fellowship, and great food: all done in the name of our LORD!
If you have any questions and/of in need of directions,feelfree to contact
us at (270)436-5635, or by e-mail at ncchewk.net
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Concerned Taxpayers
will meet on Thursday
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National author to
speak to investors

The Concerned Tiixpayers of Calloway
County will have a meeting on Thursday at
6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. This will be a follow up meeting to
the local freedom tea party on Saturday in
Murray with an estimated 600 to 1,000 persons present.
Hopeffilly pictures of the 9/11 lea Party in
Washington,D.C., will be shown.All interested persons are invited.
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Tiger Bands plan rebate day

Murray Middle and High School Tiger Bands
will have a rebate day Wednesday at The Big
Apple. Customers are asked to tell the cashier
they are there for the band which will receive a
portion of the receipts.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

& York
made at

Afterschool registration planned
Registration for after school Spanish and French classes will be
Thursday from 7:30 to 9 a.m. and Friday from 3 to 4:30 p.m. at the
Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th St., Murray. For information call Jean Bennett at 753-4363.
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CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
in the media center.

,at 3:15
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Committee will meet
The Curriculum Committee of Calloway County Middle School
will meet Wednesday at 3:15 p.m. in room 214.
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Tiger Booster Club to meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray High School.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday
at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for
Health and Wellness classrooms. Dr. Melissa Jones, psychiatrist,
will be speaking. For information call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Twin Lakes Club will meet
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The Twin Lakes region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Coldwater Bar-B-Q, 3975 US Hwy.641 North, Murray. The club is
open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are
always welcome. For more information,contact Howard Brandon at
753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Hazel meeting postponed
Hazel Woodmen of World Lodge 138 has postponed its meeting
scheduled tonight(Tuesday)at6 p.m. because of the death of Jackie
Fain. It will be rescheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 22, for the same time
at Harmon Hall for election of officers and plan 2010 program. The
lodge will furnish barbecue and drinks and members are to bring a
side dish or dessert.
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TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Rotary Club will meet
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Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

MusicTime meeting Thursday
MusicTime will begin Friday and Saturday and if you would like
to register your child, contact Laynie Alba Mitchell by Wednesday
so that class size may be planned. For parents new to MusicTime, a
Parent orientation will be Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in room 2025 of old
fine arts building on Murray State University campus.

Laker Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today
(Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. at CCHS band room.
•

WOW Lodge 170 to meet
Woodmen of World Lodge 170 will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6
p.m. at Camp WOW, located on US 641 North. A meal will be
served to say "Thank You" for the service of firemen, rescue personnel, sheriff, deputies, policemen, etc.

CCHS Alumni to meet
The alumni & associates of Calloway County Schools will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. All members are urged to
attend. For information call Laura Lee Winchester at 227-3441 or
visit the CCHS website.
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First Place 4 Health was
started in 1981 as a church ministry in Houston. Texas. and has
been a reliable proven method
of weight loss and healthy living, according to Katna Darnell,
local representative.
Darnell said "this Christ centered balanced weight loss program has guided hundres of
thousands of people to a healthy
lifestyle and closer walk with
The Lord."
An organi7ational meeting
will be tonight (Tuesday) at 6
United
Kirksey
p.m. at
Methodist Church.
Anyone interested in attending is invited to attend. For
more inforrnaiton call Darnell at
489-2116

Photo provided
Pictured at the recent meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
were, from left, Richard Vanover, Donna Herndon, Rev.
Dennis Norvell and Robert Billington.

Local real estate ins estors will get to hear from one of the bestin
the real estate business this week, as nationally-known best-selling
author Dwan Twyford will be speaking to the Western Kentucky
Real Estate Investment Association
The group will meet at Murray State University on Thursday as 7
p.m. on the 3rd floor of the Murray State Curris Center in the
Barkley Lecture Room.
"We are ecstatic to have a person of Ms. Twyford's caliber as our
featured speaker. This is a person who speaks at nationwide real
estate seminars and has worked with Robert Kiyosaki and Donald
Trump," said Western Kentucky REIA President Greg Taylor. "She
is the most accomplished investor we have ever had speak at one of
our meetings. If you've ever wanted to come to a meeting of the
WKREIA,this is the one you don't want to miss."
At the meeting, Ms. Twyford will make a 90 minute presentation
via wcbinar concerning wholesaling and foreclosure real estate
investing, with some time included for questions from the audience.
The meeting will be open to the public and you can contact Greg
Taylor for more information at 761-4289 or by email at
wkreia@gmail.com.

Norvell speaks about
Christian Community Church
Angels Community Clinic
Rev. Dennis Norvell was the speaker at a recent meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at Pagliai's.
Norvell talked about the importance of the Angels Clinic which
provides medical care to workers without health insurance who
cannot afford medical care.
The clinic serves 65-75 patients a month, and handles 125-150
prescriptions per week.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital provides the facilities and lab
work, and local nurses, physicians, and other care givers provide
their time to help.
Norvell said "Angels Attic covers 85 percent of the budget, and
thanked those who give items for sale at Angels Attic and the many
volunteers who run it."
Robert Billington presented Norvell with a Rotary check for the
Clinic. Also present were Richard Vanover, Rotary Community
Service Chair, and Donna Herndon, volunteer for many organizations in Murray.

LBL 2009 Archery
Season opens Sept. 26
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Land Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area (LBL) deer archery season is open Saturday, Sept
26, 2009 to January 18, 2010. The only exception is for quota hunt
days and the day immediately before each quota hunt. The quota
hunt days for the Tennessee portion are Oct. 24-25, Nov. 13-14, and
Nov. 28-29. The quota hunt days for the Kentucky portion are Oct.
24-25 and Nov. 20-21.
During LBL's 2009-2010 archery season hunters may harvest two
white-tailed deer, including one antlered buck, unless a buck has
already been harvested on LBL. Deer harvested on both the
Kentucky and Tennessee portions of LBL are bonus deer and do not
count towards the statewide deer bag limit.
Appropriately licensed archers can also harvest one turkey of
either sex (requires state turkey permit), squirrels, woodchucks,
feral hogs, and coyotes. Hunters are not required to check in for
deer archery hunting at LBL, but must have a valid state hunting
license, big game permit, and hunters age 16 and over need to purchase an LBL Hunter Use Permit ($20).
A Hunter Safety Card is required as specified by state law. And all
hunters under age 16 who hunt on LBL are required to have attended a hunter safety course. Hunters must abide by regulations in the
2009-2010 Deer Hunting Information sheet. Information sheets are
available at all LBL visitor facilities and on the LBL website.
Additional hunt information is also available on our website or by
calling 270-924-2065 Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Land Between The Lakes is managed by the Forest Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, in partnership with Friends of LBL, to
provide public lands outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org
each season, and throughout the season, for updates on programs
and policies, temporary trail and road closures, and our Calendar of
Events. Additional LBL information is also available on our website or by calling 1-800-LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000. You can find
out more about Friends of LBL at www.friendsofibl.org.

will have Marriage Retreat

Christian Community Church, South 16th Street and Glendale
Road, Murray, will host an "Equipped to Love" Marriage Retreat at
its main sanctuary starting Friday, Sept. 25, at 7 p.m. This first session will be titled "Anchored in Christ."
Two sessions will be held back to back beginning at 9 a.m. titled
"Three Musts for Marriage" and "It's Not About You."
The final session will be Sunday, Sept. 27, at 10:30 a.m.
All sessions will be led by Norm Wakefield of Spirit of Elijah
Ministries of Bulvercle, Texas. He speaks at numerous conferences
and retreats around the country each year.
There is no charge to attend and it is open to married couples and
singles alike.
Registration is not required for the retreat, and childcare will be
provided.
In order to provide adequate child-care, contact CCC in advance
if you will be bringing any children.
For more information contact Pastor Jim Stuart at 759-4404. .

53irth' nnouncemen/
Braxton Vance
Head
1. Jeremy and Lauren Head of
LaVergne, Tenn. are the parents '!
of a son, Braxton Vance Head,
born on Wednesday, June 24,
2009, at 9:59 a.m. at Centennial
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
6.5 ounces and measured 19.5
inches. The mother is the former
Lauren Paige Owens.
Maternal grandparents are
Barbara and Dewayne Jackson
of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are
Linda and Harold Cusino of
Columbia, Tenn.
Oraxten llama

Head

'the Personal Touch
HAIR SALON
is pleased to announce that

Claudia Warren formerly of Illusions
is joining Joyce Garland Vance & Nancy Mayfield
at 615-D South 12th St.• Southside Shopping Center
Call today for an appointment 753-5042
Open Some Evenings

;We

of Murray

LLc

GAZETTE
PUBLISHED WEEKLY @
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
MURRAY, KY 42071

Enjoy The Fedi Colors

Now Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
For Your Shopping Convenience

September is always one of my favorite months. We can
begin to enjoy the beautiful weather and all the colors of
fall. Thanks to Dakota and Richie our pond area looks
ready for a few fishing outings and catching the big one.

Thank lbw
Thanks to Bob Head's loving donation in memory of
Dorothy, we have a new piano! So we are holding a raffle
for the old one. The money will go toward our activity program. To buy a ticket, go by Fern Terrace Monday thru
Friday 8 a.m. till 5 p.m.

September Birthdays

tOe .
4 5 11 4-iappiness
107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m. • Closed Sunday

Charlie Lovins
Johnnie Marie Crass
Myrtle Duncan
Dorothy Montgomery

September 11
September 13
September 16
September 25

6• lUesday, September 15. 2009
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Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or

our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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GET TUMULI
AD FOR ONLY
$75._ rat

mown'

MEDICAL CENTER

group

CALL 759.1916

IP4TIRNAISOHAI. INC

DEJA Vu now taking
consignment. We are
located
at
804
Coldwater Rd. Next to
University
Barber
Shop. For more info
call 978-2416.

INVENTORY CONTROL
MVP Group Pouring Facility is looking for
an individual to work full time as Inventory
Control. Applicant must possess good
math skills and must be detail oriented.
Must have knowledge of Excel. Position
requires experienca in related field or
degree. Will be responsible for material
inventory count and reconciliation.
Please send resume to:
jeannatuckeramvpgroupint.com or apply
at Murray Career Center, 208 S. 5th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
MVP Group offers an excellent benefits
package: 401K, Health, Dental and
Supplemental Insurances, Vacation,
Holidays.

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times wal be
responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported immedlatlely so corrections can
be made.

Full-Time Advance Registered Nurse
Practitioner or Physician Assistant needed for
multi-specialty practice. Excellent hours, benefits and compensation package offered. All
applicants should have one year's experience
preferred. Please send or bring resume to:
1000 South 12th St., Murray. KY 42071.

iolittikotik
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a Quality
Improvement Nurse. Applicant must
be an RN licensed in the state of KY.
Long term care experience a plus.
Apply In person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
42025. No phone calls please.

16* chrome wheels, 6
lug, mirror finished.
$400. 270-978-6442.
275 gal. water tank
with grid, $50.
270-436-2737.
I.

ntr
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ONElama P11112IVT WTION I YEAR LEASE
Orse and Thvo!tearoom Apartments
Central Heat A Air
-ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS - A
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Property Menegernent LLC
www.murraykyapartments.com
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Can Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
270 227-2193

I\

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included

II

t'\I

irMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
PATROL OFFICER
Full-time certified police position with KERS
hazardous duty retirement benefits. High
School graduate or equivalent, two years law
enforcement or related experience required.
Experience may be exchanged with college
education. Must meet all KLEC Pre-Selection
glarillardo. If not state certified, must attend
derny. May require shift work. Salary
14.51 hourly plus KLEPF. Click on
"Employment" at veefw.murraystate.edu/hr for
additional information.
Application deadline: W25/09
Apply at NW Human Resources
404 Specks Hall
Murray, KY 42071-3312

e

Die at
Massa Illmusem.
Cratee-ta
Dock Mop Drums
Oat.
Mita
4-111per

Wornervhdooritles encouraged to apply
An EEO, A4/D, AA employer.

(270)340-4413
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
risk.
own
their
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
&
Ledger
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

FTIJ
Britthaven of Benton currently taking
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications: RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and haye at least 2 years LTC
experience. Dues will include but are not
limited to. OA programs to include infection
control, restorative nursing and weight
management.
Apply In person at BrItthaven of Benton
2907 Main Street Hwy 841 South
Denton, KY 42025.
No phone calls please.
EOE/AAE

%WOO
2 Sales Reps needed:
Inside phone sales,
salary & commission.
Resume to: Peco, PO
Box 363, Murray, KY

12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices. Tax classes
available. Call Susie
at Jackson Hewitt
866-554-1040 for info
or to inquire about
positions for experienced tax proles11100111,

GET INTO

PE GAME
I Subscribefor all your hometown football action!
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
oapiley)
3m..-WM
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1 yr...-...$105.00 6 lea ----MA
I yt.----.$1141.1111
Rest of KV/TN
(Purvey,•Budesen)

3 ino........-.-$711.541
6 moo._........-.$90.00
I
Check

Al Oer
Suliscripileas
3laic --.....1r16.1111
6...----Ma
I yr..---$14S.N

Money Order

Visa

M/C

St Arldregic
'its
Slate

Zip

I illytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & TIMPes
P.O. Hos 1040
Murray, KY 42071
I lr call 12701 753-1918

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted.. section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledgcr coin.
sou will he redirected
to johnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local joh
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
wehsite. not all listing',
on the 10N-tem ork konl
are placed through
the Murray l.edgei
& limes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Mink you
FAST Track Auction is
now hiring for Murray,
Ky Facility Need two
people full time $810
hr to start Computer
A forklift skills Call
513-240 2600 for inter
view

iftWokBritthaven of Benton now has a full-time
position for an experienced aids/cook
for nursing home environment.
Must be able to work days,
afternoons and weekends.
Apply In person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOEJAAE

li Childcare
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a part-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P,O. Box 107, Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparis0charterinternet.com
S PORTABLE
Scoreboards, a leading manufacturer of
electronic
sports
scoreboards and display sognage is recruiting for a Quality
Assurance
Coordinator in the
establishment of a
Quality
Control
System.
The qualifying candidates will be team
players with 3 to 5 yrs
of experience, preferably with a college
degree in a business
related field.
The successful candidate will possess the
skills to excel in the following areas selfmotivation, communication,
department
development. setting
of quality standards,
training employees for
quality
awareness,
compiling data and
presiding over QC
meetings

RETIRED, pleasant,
chnstran woman will sit
with elderly 293-4160

SEPTEMBER SALE!
Twin mattress sets
starting $189.95. Full
$249.95. New furniture arriving daily!
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd St.
753-1502
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St_
753-6361

WURLITZER
baby
grand piano, like new.
$4,600 delivered. 4374432.

NIL.
Opportunity
Established Business
for Sale
SW Kentucky Dry
Cleaning Business
w/4 locations
Owner retiring and
selling business
includes real estate,
plant, equipment, and
delivery vehicle.
Consulting/Training
will be negotiated.
Evenings 270/3762256

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3550

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING
S portabl•
Junk cars, trucks and
Scoreboards offers a
tractors 436-5235,
competitive
benefit
227-6004
and wage package
BUYING old U.S. Coin
and the opportunity for
collections.
Paying
advancement. Email
Blue Book value 293resume
your
to
6999
H YPERLINK
"mailto recruiting0sco
CASH paid for
reboard1 corn" recruitgood, used guns
ing 0scoreboard1.C9M
Benson Sporting
or mail to
Human
Goods. 519S 12th.
Resources, 106 Max
Murray.
Hurl Drive, Murray. KY
GOOD used carpeting,
42071
air cond., elec baseboard & gas heaters.
elec range, refrigeraI
Mkb0H
tor, storm windows.
753-4109
HOUSECLEANING etc.
270 293 5006

(210)153 1113

-OWNER Finance16x80 3BR. 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2,450
down, $495 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Pans. 270-753-1011
16X80
2000
Fleetwood
mobile
home, 313R, 28A, w/d,
frig, new hot water
heater, new air-conditioner, living room furnished, new cool seal,
entertainment center.
TV., excellent condition. $22,500. 270435-4458.
1986 fixer-up mobile
home 16x70, 2 BR, 2
BA, must be moved.
$2,800 obo. 227-9613
or 293-8122.

1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR apt for rent. No
pets. Gas, water, trash
included. $425 mo plus
deposa.293-8214
2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
DOWNSTAIRS
apt,
1Br,lBa, w/d, refrigerator, stove. Lease
required.
208
S.
Cherry St. 753-5341,
293-2418.
DUPLEX for rent, all
appliances.
767994$HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
$550/mo.(27014928211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A. W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696, 2934600
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

FSBO 3BR, 2BA 2004
16x80 Clayton, must
move. $15,000 5609
Wadesboro Rd
S.
Hardin.
293-5916.
703-2477. 705-1978

Pligoe.For

111111L-F-or.flint
1BR,
ref/stove/w/d,
near hospital, quiet/private, off-street parking.
No pets. Smoke-free.
$425/mo. 753-8585,
227-8585
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2, 3BR
available.
Various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR House, 1-1/2
blocks from university.
$425. 753-5992
3 or 48R, 1 Bath,
$675/mo. 978-0742
3BR brick, fenced,
storage, double drive,
carport,
hardwood
floors, clean, $675/mo.
no pets. Call 293-6070
3BR very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call
270-753-2905.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE End
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. ,4)) m.
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Homes FOf Rent
LARGE 3BR
753-6012

$295

For Roe
1,2&3 Bedroom
753-0606

1

FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 12ft.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury
Circle,
Murray. Call 270-4382935

AKC Huskies, $450.
270-226-9507
BRITTANY
pups
orange & white. 4
males, 2 females.
whelped
July 11th.
Have had shots. Make
great hunters & companions. $150.
753-6337.
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
grass. Round bale
$35ea., square bale
$4.25ea. 293-3805.

10) \ II )l\(

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times.
Alfalfa,
mixes, grass, grass
mixes. Square and
round bales. Some
wrapped. High protein.
TDN Students & truckers welcome. 270-7538848 before 9:00pm

Murray I edger, & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real talky advertised herein
mrbrect 41 the Federal Fair
I loosing Act. which make. It
illegal to ashertise ant preference. limitation or dimnmina
lion based on rao., coin nibloon sex handicap 'Annie! status I.r national origin in intvn
iron to make am mik h meter
ence,. limitation,or dim-nmina
lion
Is

mate law, turbid d•strimmeion
in the .ale rental or athertising
real estate based on ta,tor, in
addition to those protected
under federal lass

01

GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ON BEA

1

4,400 SqFt
Professional Office
Building in Downtown
Murray. For MOM
information please
contact Matt Jennings
at SSG Real Property
Professionals at 270753-9999 x111.

Appliances included. No PETS!
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PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
Security alarmed
-Sere A clean
-We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Need to sell
your house?
.oll
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Murray Ledger & Times

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION
September 18•3:00 p.m.
11411 Applewood Road • Murray, Kentucky
From Murray take 121 South turn kit on Appleworid Road
follow to 1148 Apple on the right.

Services Came

•••MM.

U In r.1 11c) AH(11(q11 ,.r ,rc A,n

°Ilwed

[
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Additions
-Decks
-Porches
-Pole Barns
'Laminate Floors
•Tile
'Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
•Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
hoe
work
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. 9780404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Since 1986
24 Now Saitvka
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

s

0 •-•

1. 1 1 "1)

BRICK & Block layer
available.
270-252-0667.
BRUSH 11 HAMMER
SPECIAL'
$50 off painting of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs• Decks
pressure washed
& stained

436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, sink
& tree work_

759-1151 • 293-2753
293-2754

ECOPJON111 AUTO
FitiDY REPAIR &
PAINTING
VICE_

11111111' ,
,,1

1301 St RI 1:11N

753-8087

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don,
Murray area 5198570
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
•Repairs 'Decks
*Bathtubs
No iobs too small!
(270)515-8155

FREE
ust-zgamim

\II I \ I
27i

5624

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
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FREE kittens.
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The Auction VAN Be Held At St.Lamb Parish
Center 700 W Broadway, Mayfield, KY
$ Stocks West Of The Courthouse
2 Bear mom Br ick Ht1lilt?
.7 1 1 Smith 161/r S1 Mayfield
'we nal

airy Sal A r
4 Door Sodole,_7111 AutoneatIo
Only 71,000 Mlle.
Alraaoseno- AlrIvaairpll
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS

Victorian Love Seat • Victorian Gontlemans
Chair • Needlepoint Walnut Arm Chair•Ornate
Back Side Chair • Walnut Loveseat •
Gooseneck Rocker • White Dressing Table
w/Mirror • White Drexel Bed • White Cedar
Chest•'30's Cedar Chest•Mahogany 1 Draw
Card Table w/Spade Foct Legs • Victorian
Marble Top Tables • Slant Top Walnut Desk •
Walnut Marble Top 3 Drawer Chest•Oak Dining
Table w/4 Chairs•Oak China Cabinet w/Curved
Glass • Oak North Wend Chair • Oak Buffet
w/Mirror•Oak Dresser w/Oval Mirror•4 Drawer
Chest • Maple Drop Leaf Table • Walnut
Footstool • Piano Stool • Blue & White Garden
Seat• Ornate Italian Trim Gold Mirror• Black &
Gold Sofa Table• 2 Tier Mahogany Tea Table•
French Tier Table Early Curly Maple Dry Sink Pie Safe • Ice Cream Parlor Table w/Chairs •
Beautiful Hanging Oil Lamp. Electrified • Gone
w/The Wind Lamp • Brass & Copper Bed
Warmer • Old Wicker Pieces • Nice Dolls •
Hand Hooked Floral Pattern 9x12 Rug "Worked
On For 5 Years" • Oil Paintings • Old Woad
Prints • Large Black Poodles w/Rhinestone
Collars • Beautiful Mirrors • Many Beautiful
Pieces Of Cranberry Glass • Silk Oriental Wall
Screen • Crystal • Marigold Carnival Glass •
Blue & White Plates• Blue Willow Plates • Flo
Blue Plates • Dough Bowl • Brass Items • Blue
Fenton Glass Pieces• Occupied Japan Pieces
•Set Of Wild Rose Franciscan Dishes•Sterling
Pieces • Candelabras • Candle Holders •
German Bisque Figurines• Majolica Pieces'Ins
13elleek Pieces • Staffordshire Dog • Bristol
Glass • Old Paris Vases • Brides Basket N.
• Lizard Stoneware • Early Spinning
Wheel • Large Cotton Basket • Mary Gregory
Glass •Approximately 70' Of Old Wrought iron
Fencing, 43" High, 10' Double Gate, Allowing 2
Weeks For Removal From Real Estate
COMPLETE CASH SETTLEMENT DAY OF AUCTION
Visit - www.jsmosrcesh_com
For Pictures 8 Detail I!

-JAMES R. CASH
1'Ci,-I :-::'. ' ,":-,'.-.'.(,-. 2.:.i..6:61 .RIC
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LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE
Sat, Sept 26th
2+ ACRE LAKE
LOT
W/FREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Abuts Nature
Preserve
Just $24,900

was
$59,900
Located on 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake
Enjoy
swimming pool, walking trails, private park.

more.
Excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3214
kylakesale.corn

111111L7
lab lor
Residentail building
ots for sale Choice
Sunset
°cations
Blvd., Loch Lomnond
St. Broach St. 731642-4161 between 84, Mon -Sat.

Email us at
mItO
murtsyledger.com
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HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933

IL
I-11M17
06 Honda 450R 4wheeler, great condition, runs great, almost
new tires, $2,800. 270293-7022

Auto Ports

USED TIRES
otmq
-1,t,I

(all 753-5606
Vskidss
2005 Ford Escape,
XLT. 4W0. new tires,
moon-roof, multi-CD
changer, 76K.
$9,950.00. (270)9781973 leave message.

The
KSP
Commercial
Vehicle Enforcement (CVE)
Division is participating in
'Operation Air Brake Safety
Week' that is scheduled
September 13 - 19. This national campaign is an ongoing effort
dedicated to improving commercial vehicle brake safety
throughout North America. The
purpose is to reduce the number
of highway crashes caused by
faulty braking systems on commercial vehicles by conducting
roadside inspections and educating drivers, mechanics and others on the importance of proper
brake inspection, maintenance
and operation.
Throughout the week of
"Operation Air Brake Safety,'
CVE Officers and Inspectors
will conduct roadside inspections of vehicles with an emphasis on braking systems.
Lt. Col. Mitch Bailey,
Division Director for CVE said
that improperly adjusted air
brakes and brake system defects
are common violations during
weigh station inspections.
'Poorly adjusted or defective
air brakes reduce the braking

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday,Sept. 16, 2009:
This year, note the forces behind
the scene. In the process of
92 Dc)(1q4,
learning what is going on with
others, you also will learn what
is going on with
you.
Remember, you observe and
choose the questions, therefore
your mental slant will factor in.
Be willing to hold up a mirror. If
(.11I
you are single, check out any
if iiiti'bi'sti'il
love interest before you dive
into a relationship. You might
1903 Mercury Marquis
$5.000. 731-642-4161 gravitate toward people who are
between 8-4, Mon-Sat emotionally unavailable. If you
are attached, the two of you will
benefit from a lot of downtime
together, without worldly concerns. Let the romance sizzle
again. A fellow VIRGO under(270)978-2111
stands you quite well.
NADEAU ROOFING
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753 1816 227-0611
New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/3BR, 2BA, 2-car
garage, hilltop acre,
gas & water. 112 murray. $142,000. 270519-8570
NEW Construction
2BR, 2BA. 2 car
garage
1.400 sq ft $117,000
Washington St 2938705

New 2-4
Redress Moo im
ItivedDli DOW.

pr=tyi
2041172

JOSEPH HONE
MASONRY
Concrete, back block &
stone.
564-6158
210-5324

«wet ,11.01061151111.
ci.,v
•'II

JONES
ROOFING

Licensed & Insured
Free estimates

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

toyieuiper..
werway
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

ww e,ltea
'
-11

141141...400"

0.00 Cost Estirlate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
'Remodeling
-Screened Porches
'Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
+tome/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
YOult
COLA D RI
HIRE. FOR
ONLY $75 00
A MONTH
CALL 751,1916

Photo provided

Inspectors Ramona Tagmeyer and Richard Smith are shown performing a safety inspection.'
capacity for large vehicles and
further inhibit their stopping distance," said Bailey. "Under
ideal conditions, the braking
capacity of commercial vehicles
is twice as far as that for cars
and other smaller vehicles. This
increases the risk to other

motorists on the road and the
driver of the vehicle itself."
In 2(X)8, there were 6,246
crashes involving a commercial
motor vehicle in Kentucky. Of
those crashes, there were 1,617
injuries and 106 deaths.
Citizens can contribute to

highway safety by reporting
erratic drivers to the Kentucky
State Police toll-free at 1-800222-5555. Callers will remain
anonymous and should give a
description of the vehicle, location, direction of travel and
license number if possible.

Horoscope

rii
N•re—d
FSBO 3BR, 1BA, 1.2
acres, 24x30 separate
garage wired, 5609
Wadesboro Rd. S.
Hardin. As is. 2935916 703-2477 or
705-1978.

1

KSP participating in 'Operation Air Brake Safety Week'
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75 95
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377

•Lanct clearing
klnderbrustiing -Ponds
'takes *Waterways
Free Estimates
Greg Renfro*
293-0371
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Hill Electric
Kcal Estate - Ill 1akres t Ittrin ground. timber and 'bedroom, I haat home
with outside sto wag,: Tenn. I 5't down day of jilt Iii .n N fih twalame in If /
days
Personal Property maple dining table and chairs. ciccIrk: itkik
refrigerator. flatware,
%tom: ,.-ookie
i.-anister set.
Corrd dishes. old pitcher and juice glasses. Bavaria cups. old wood spoon
set. pots dial pans. baking dishes. maple Ricker. old library table. 41 & 78
records. old (oak rocker cedar bedroom suite, old lamp table, table lamps.
odd chairs. wall mirror, pictures and figurines. straight chairs, old song
books, hen on [WM, what not items. old chifferobe. 2 nice metal beds. old
treadle sewing machine, krux hole desk. book shell, nice old oak dresser.
Duncan Pliy le lamp table and coltee (attic, old hand fximical tattle lamp.
metal cabinet. cedar chest, soda keg. old hand stitched quilts. baby bed.
old dolls. primitive wood bench, old smoke stand, fold-up bed. old swan
planter. L'Imiume jewelry. old woo(od co wok stove with warming chose!. old
coal stove. old kitchen cabinet, extension ladder. wringer washer, pot hefty
stove. old hospital bed, old bicycle. car ramps. Ashley heater. kerosene
refrigerator. walk behind mowers, other items not listed.
terms on (personal property tornplen. settlement Soy of sale
Non rcsoonstble for th.cod(nty.
For all your auction needs contact:

"Needs'', September 15, 2009 • 7

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Can there be such a
thing as too many options? You
get to weigh the pros and cons
today. Confusion could surround
a key goal or meeting. Don't lose
your pace at this moment_
Someone demonstrates his or
her creativity.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You come from a basic
point of view. You might want to
pull back and relax. How you see
a situation could change radically. A boss or someone you look
up to adds to the confusion
Look beyond the obvious and
willingly let go of rigid ideas
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** When making calls.
remember that others could
have some heavy issues. As you
are working out a problem, you'll
see another solution. Find an
expert or someone who helps

War
you look past the obvious. Let
others see your feelings.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Be careful with your
finances. You could go overboard and not be able say no to
a purchase_ Don't add to the
confusion; try to stay simple and
direct. You could be startled by
what a partner offers if you are
open.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Move early in the day.
You'll discover that many people
respond in a big way. Allow more
creativity and excitement to
come from a merging of minds.
You put someone on a pedestal,
partially because he or she
inspires you.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Maintain a low profile
today. Gather information and
allow greater give-and-take.
Listen to your inner voice You
don't want to act immediately,
but you might like getting more
facts and information.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Use the early hours for

ksy issues and important matters. At this point, you'll draw
more support and response.
Later today, you might want to
slow down and gather more
information. Your observations
remain key as well.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others look to you for
leadership and direction. You
might want to try another
approach or handle a project in a
different way. Others like your
resourcefulness, and one person
lets you know how much he or
she admires your abilities.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Let others communicate
their bottom lines. You have the
ability to read between the lines
and see the true motives of others. Your appreciation and
acknowledgment
help
can
understanding. Take a stand and
be willing to lead others to get
the desired results.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Know when to lie hack and
say less. Gather information
rather than take action, which is

your strength for now. Later
today, you will render a very different opinion after reassessing
the facts and gaining understanding.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Defer to others, and
get down to the basics of a situation by encouraging more freeflowing talk. You see people differently from many. You eye a
person whom you can share
some of your ideals and inspired
ideas with.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Dive into work and understand what is going on. Read
between the lines and understand what is happening with a
co-worker. Share more of your
inner thoughts. You will gain and
grow through the process of others understanding you better
too.

BORN TODAY
Artist Jean Arp (1886), radio and
television producer Allen Funt
(1914), guitarist B.B. King(925)
***

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!!
When you Submit photographs for our new

"Scene in the Community"
page. please im.lude the (Tent, the date, place. organization or
group. as well as the name of everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number 01 photographs will appear because of
space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
The .%////Tay I edger
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Metal photos: MeV IllaN1w StIbMitted to composing@murrayledger.com in a JPEG format
Print photos: May he dropped oft at tlw Ledger Mice at 1001 Whitnell Axe_
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

COMICS, / FEATURES
Family cherishes patriarch
who never learned to read

8•Iliesday, September 15, 2009

Looking Back

77-N.
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pher Debbie N. Lee.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Dtputy
Sheriff Calton Morgan with shotguns, rifles, shells, portable radios.
walkie talkies, gun scope and
color televisions that were found
in an authorized search of an
apartment on South 13th Street
on Sept. 14. The alleged stolen
items were confiscated and brought
to the office of Calloway County Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray,
past president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
spoke on "Leadership" at a meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett is president
of the Hazel club.
50 years ago
Circuit Judge Earle Osborne
empaneled the grand jury and
petit jury for the September term
of Calloway County Circuit Court
this morning.
United States Congressman
Frank Albert Stubblefield of Murray will discuss "Legislation for
Education' at a meeting of the
Murray High School Unit of the
Parent Teacher Association at the
high school auditorium.
Calloway County 4-H Dairy
Judging Team will participate in
the 4-H Dairy Judging Contest
at the Kentucky State Fair in
Louisville.
60 years ago
A TB X-Ray Unit will be in
Murray today and tomorrow at
the Murray State College Carr
Health Building to give free xrays, according to Dr. J.A. Outland, Calloway County Health
Department.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jones and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ruff Garner, Sept. 9; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert H. White, and a boy
to Mr. and Oveta Bogard, Sept.
10.
Mrs. Hansel Ezell was elected as president of the Kirksey
High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association.

NW hi Illsterv
By The Aaeodated Preis
Today is Tuesday, September
15, the 258th day of 2009. There
are 107 days left in the year.
Highlights in history on this
date:
1917 - Russia is proclaimed a
republic by Alexander Kerensky,
the head of a provisional government.
1918 - Serb and French fortes
break through Bulgarian Enes'en
the Salonika front. Bulgaria soon
sues for peace.
1935 - The Nuremberg laws
are passed, making discrimination
against Jews part of Germany's
national policy and making the
swastika the official symbol of Nazi
Germany.
1938 - British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain visits Germany's Adolf Hitler at Berchtesgaden where Hitler states his determination to annex the SudetenE3/3.13Y E:311_ I.J1

land in Czechoslovakia.
1940 - The Royal Air Force
inflicts heavy losses on the Luftwaffe as the tide turns in the Battle of Britain during World War

u.
1942 - German armies attack
Russian city of Stalingrad in World
War II.
1946 - People's rep
formed in Bulgaria after
dum rejects monarchy. 's
1950 - U.N. forces
U.S.
Gen. Douglas MacArthur land at
Inchon, South Korea, halting North
Korean advance.
1953 - The U.N. General
Assembly rejects Communist
demands that China be admitted
into the organization in order to
help plan a Korean peace conference.
1959 - Soviet Premier Nikita
Ithrustichev is welcomed by U.S.
'

Father, son affected
by same tremors
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 49year-old ex-husband has recently
been diagnosed with Parkinson's
disease. We divorced because he
drank a lot of alcohol to relieve
some of the
tremors. He
was a truck
driver but lost
job
his
because
he
could
not
hold onto the
steering
wheel
and
was taken off
the job by
ambulance. I
recently took
him to detox.
By
His
Dr. Peter Gott
tremors started around age 8, but the symptoms have become more severe.
His primary-care physician diagnosed him with the Parkinson's.
He doesn't want to see a neurologist because of the expense, especially now that he no longer has
an income. The neurologist wants
$350 just to walk in the office.
1 am trying to help him get state
help and Medicaid.
Should he stay with his primary-care physician? Or should
he -bite the bullet" and see the
specialist?
Also, I just found out that his
son from another marriage started having tremors at the age of
6. He is now 8. Should he be
concerned? Should I tell the boy's
mother to take the child to a neurologist?
I know that my ex and I are
no looser married, but he has no
one around, and I just can't let
him "hang out to dry," so I appreciate any help you can give us.
DEAR READER: Based on
your letter. I believe your ex-husband needs to be seen by a neurologist.

DEAR ABBY: I have a master's degree and a teaching credential. My husband could neither read nor write. He was
always the one to fix things ot
called upon to help out. He
could assemble anything without reading the instructions
because he was smart and capable. He had many friends and
never had a negative word to
say about anyone. He was a
wonderful husband, a devoted
father, and no one ever considered him "illiterate."
J.J. should rethink her priorities, or let this man go so he
can meet someone who will
appreciate him for who he is.
R.B. IN ORANGE COUNTY, CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: Illiteracy is
a far larger problem in this
country than most people realize. It keeps folks from enjoying life fully. Can you imagine
not being able to read your child
a bedtime story? What if you
can't read street signs or write
a check?
There are literacy councils in
most communities that provide
free, effective tutoring for adults
who want to improve their reading and writing skills. Your local
literacy council may be a solution if you want to raise the
quality of life for someone you
love. -- CHANGING THE
WORLD ONE WORD AT A
TIME
DEAR ABBY: The ability to
read proficiently is not a sign
of superior intelligence. I am
impressed by the things my husband, daughter and many of my
students CAN do. Reading may
not be their strength, but they
are gifted in many other ways.
Reading can be beneficial, but
knowing that someone loves them
just the way they are is equally important. -- AN EDUCATOR IN ME1RIDEN, KAN.
DEAR ABBY: My mother
President Dwight Eisenhower as
met
a man at a Parents Withhe arrives for an unprecedented
out Partners dance and fell in
two-week visit to the U.S.
1963 - Four children are killed love. She has a Ph.D. in spewhen a bomb goes off during cial education; he was an elecSunday services at a black Bap- trician. He was dyslexic, and
tist church in Birmingham, Alabano one knew how to teach him
ma.
to read when he was young. He
1971 - Laotian forces recapapprenticed under a master electure the
HtiJoyen
trician to learn his trade
•follOWing a
town of P
--Mom always &awls the had
1,eigliguese
„bat* with N
"qa
many an idieliectial equal,
that claims 481 lives.
1976 - The South African gov- but after Meeting my stepfather,
ernment begins removing 45,000 she decided she'd rather be with
Bakalobeng tribesmen from a someone sweet and kind who
adored her. After they married,
area
into
the
Transvaal
Bophutatswana homeland as part she found someone who speof its policy to assign black tribes cialized in teaching adults with
to autonomous areas.
dyslexia. One of my stepdad's
1982 - Iran's former foreign
proudest moments was the first
minister, Saiiegh Ghotbzaden is time he didn't have to pretend
executed after being convicted of he had left his reading glasses
plotting against the government.
at home to order from a menu.
He and Mom were married
for 15 years until his death. He
had a kind heart, was devoted
to Mom and they were very
happy together. -- LOVED MY
STEPDAD
DEAR ABBY: "J.J. in South
Carolina" (July 12) is dating a
man whom she suspects cannot
read. My grandfather is illiterate, and he's the smartest man
1 know.
He and Grandma have successfully operated their own business for over
40
years.
can
Papa
read
and
draw blueprints.
He
can
also
complete a
mathematical equation
before I can
punch it into
my calculaBy Abigail
tor.
He
Van Buren
"invents" and
builds all kinds of gadgets that
make life easier for us.
Papa had only a second-grade
education. As the oldest of 11
children, he worked in the fields
to help support his family. My
grandparents, married for 51
years, are the glue that holds
our family together. Papa is
intelligent, self-educated through
years of hard work and life
experience -- as well as kind
and generous.
I hope JJ. will give John a
chance. At this point in his life,
being able to read shouldn't be
an issue. If J.J. can open her
heart and let him in, it may be
the best decision she ever made
in her life. -- PROUD GRANDDAUGHTER IN ALABAMA
DEAR PROUD GRANDDAUGHTER: Your grandfather
is a fine example of someone
who developed coping skills and
succeeded despite his lack of
formal education. You have every
right to be proud. Read on:

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

There are several causes for
tremors but very few that begin
at such a young age. Also, given
your husband's use of alcohol to
reduce the tremors, I believe that
the diagnosis of Parkinson's disease is premature, if not inappropriate.
A common condition known
as benign essential tremor (BET)
is more fitting of your husband's
symptoms. While rare, it can start
in early childhood. This leads me
to believe it is the type of essential tremor known as familial,
meaning it is inherited. Familial
tremors commonly respond favorably to alcohol intake but may
worsen if too much alcohol is
consumed; therefore, it is an inappropriate therapy option. The
tremor may also worsen or begin
to affect other areas of the body
over time, such as the arms and/or
head.
I urge your husband to be
examined by a neurologist and
his son by a pediatric neurologist. It may even be beneficial
for them to be seen at the same
time to determine whether their
symptoms have a common. famil-•
ial cause.
This is one situation where :I
don't believe a general practitioner is best suited to make the diagnosis. 1 recommend you call a
local neurologist and ask whether
there is any way to set Up a payment plan or to reduce fees because
of your ex's current situation. It'
would be far better to pay the :
price to confirm or deny the diag- •
nosis of Parkinson's disease than
to begin expensive treatment for
a condition he may not have.
If your ex-husband consents.
it may be helpful to accompany.
him to the appointment to ensure
that the physician is aware of all
the symptoms, when they began
and his choice of alcohol to reduce
the tremors.
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Coma Bridge
the trick with the king.
Declarer can count II tricks at •
this point and sees that he can score a .
12th by taking a successful finesse in
either spades or diamonds. But ifthat •
is as far as his thinking goes, he is nor;
trying hard enough. The fact is that
declarer is sure to make the slam ir
he plays correctly, and he does not
have to subject himself to the ele-,meni of chance usually associatedr,
with a finesse.
At trick two. South learns that:.
West started with seven hearts, and
41110 learns at the same time
tire to ruffthe second:
- that Wag "ALVAN&iitai
clubs. AleatesvonVaist*
13 cards are thus accounted for, and',
dcclarer's only remaining task is too;
find out how many spades and/or .
diamonds West holds.
Accordingly. South plays tem:
One way to try to change a rounds of trumps and then cashes":;
mediocre bride player into a good dummy's king of diamonds. Aftek:
one is to convince him that learning West follows suit, declarer next playri'
to reason things out is far more dummy's king of spades. When West
important in the long run than follows suit again, the picture of hitt.
expending energy on trying to master original hand is complete. Ile obvita:
complex bidding conventions or ously started with seven hearts, ling
fancy plays that come up once in a clubs, one spade and one diamond.
The rest of the play is cask
blue moon.
t,„
Take this case where South is in enough. Declarer cashes dummy'
six clubs. West leads the ace of queen of hearts, discarding either a:
hearts, East following suit, and con- spade or a diamond, and takes sr.
tinues with the jack of hearts, East finesse in the other sun, knowing for
discarding a diamond as South wins certain that it will succeed.
Tomorrow: A psychological ploy.

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4K 103
•Q 8 4
•K 7 2
•K 8 5 3
EAST
WEST
•9
•Q 8 7 6 4 2
3
.A1109752
•Q 96 5 4 3
•10
+7642
SOUTH
•A .1 5
V l(6
•A1 8
•A (,)I
- '
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1+
3 NT
Pass
3
6+
Opening Icad — ace of hearts.
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Crosswords
38 Put money on
39 — of approval
40 Kind of system
41 Dela —
42 Overhang
44 Ancient tale
47 Nice smell
51 Soggy ground
52 Metal strand
53 Treasured
54 Daily record
55 Sprinkles
56 Sports network
57 Naval off.

ACROSS

L_

1 Main point
4 Gullet
8 Squall
12 Natural
resource
13 Meter maid of
song
14 "I" problems
15 Block, as a
stream
16 Unaware
18 Slouch
20 Deadly snakes
21 Jr.'s dad
22 Portland hrs.
23 Bumpkin
27 Tie-dyed garment
29 Understood
30 Consumed
31 News agcy.
32 Facilitate
33 Yr. parts
34 Take action
35 Prepares
apples
37 That yacht
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KiNDEREARTEN WITH
ME SOMETIME

I ALREADy
KNOW A

LOT OF
THINGS

I.
i
I

OUR BACKYARD..
14

OH

1
2
3
4
5

Agrees silently
River in Russia
Mystify
Harvest
Pull someone's
leg
6 Finally (2 wds.)
7 Belt's place
8 Obi wearers
9 Give it
—
10 Costello or
Gehrig

9-1502009 United Feature Syndica e, nc
11 Mountain
curve
17 Co. honcho
19 Guy's honorific
22 Husk
24 Thing
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Daniel
Ball. Bryan Miller. J.C. Hobbs,
Chelsea Bullard, Nicki Jones and
Billy Bell of Calloway County
High School Marching Band with
awards received as grand champion of the Masisonville Marching Band Contest.
Traffic lights will be installed
the intersections of Ky. Hwy.
94 West and Robertson Road,
west of Murray, and at Ky. Hwy.
464 and US Hwy 641 Nonh near
Almo by the Kentucky Department
of Highways.
In high school games of Soccer, the Calloway Lady Lakers won
13-I over Christian Fellowship and
Murray Lady Tigers won 1-0 over
Marshall County Marshals.
20 years ago
, Published is a•picture of Laura
bugger, employed by MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, preparing welcome
tackets for the Leadership Kentucky class members who will
participate in the "Law & Jos&Ice" portion of the classes at
Murray State University today
and tomorrow.
Births reported include a boy
to Ellen and Kenneth Tidwell. a
boy to Lou and Dead Henderson, a girl to Tamela and James
Rowlett and a boy to Karen and
David Clayton, Sept. 12.
30 years ago
The Calloway County Grand
Jury rerturned 12 indictments in
its report to the court on Sept.
13.
When the 1979-80 version of
the Racer Band takes the field
at Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray State University at the home
opener football game today. Sept.
15, it will be the largest band in
the school's history. David A. Wells
is director of the band.
Published is a page feature of
pictures taken of the exhibits of
the 10 departments of the Murray Woman's Club at the fall general meeting of the club. The
photos were by Staff Photogra-

Murray Ledger & Times
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25 Yield territory
26 Snarl
27 Faucets
28 Thrust-and parry sword
29 USO audience
30 Just scrape by
32 Asserts
33 So-fl Doctor
36 Price wd
37 Movie shoots
38 Inflated speculation
40 Avoid answering directly
41 Arlington loc
43 Element 18
44 Plant without
seed
45 Lake bird
4,6 Souffle ingredients
47 VCR button
48 Guanabara
Bay port
49 Creative work
50 Upper limit
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WHEN:3 P.M. SATURDAY I WHERE PLASTER HELD (SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI)
RECORDS: MUR 1-1 (0-0, OVC); MOST 1-1 (0-0, MVC)
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Griffin: N.C. State loss not defining
AFTER DEFEATING UT MARTIN,
RACERS NEXT FOR MISSOURI STATE
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Matt Griffin has never claimed
to be much of a Zen philosopher, but sometimes you have
to read deeper into what the
fourth-year Murray State football coach is saying.
Some might have confused
Tuesday's press conference with
Griffin being evasive or avoiding commenting on Saturday's
blowout loss at North Carolina
State when he said, "The empha-

sis that we've talked about is
N.C. State has beat us once,
they're not going to beat us
again. It is what it is and that's
that."
The hidden meaning for Griffin is that the loss, a 65-7 defeat,
will in no way determine the
rest of his team's season.
"I feel good about our team
still," Griffin said. "Certainly
we're disappointed when you lose
and do so in that fashion, but
the bottom line is we have to

move forwaid. I know we have.
I'm excited about the kids in
this group, I really am. I think
we're pretty good. I'll maintain
that and I'm excited about this
weekend."
The Racers will regroup and
make the trek to Springfield,
Mo., on Saturday, taking on Missouri State of the Missouri Valley Football Conference at 3 p.m.
The Bears are fresh off an upset
victory over Tennessee Martin
over the weekend and that alone
raises Griffin's eyebrows.
"They're very sound, they really arc," Griffin said. "They keep
everything in front of them on

defense and they get to the ball
and tackle. Offensively, they try
to run the football to set up the
pass and again, they just don't
make mistakes. From a defensive perspective, they're going
to make you stop yourself. Offensively,,they run the football. They
haven't been hurt by turnovers."
On the injury front, Griffin
admitted that there were some
bumps and bruises, including
starting
Jeff
quarterback
Ehrhardt's head-to-helmet collision with his own offensive lineman, but overall, all usual starters
•See GRIFFIN, 10

MICHAEL DANN / L&T File
Quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt should be ready to go
at Missouri State Saturday after taking a headto-helmet collision at N.C. State last week.

MURRAY STATE
INVITATIONAL

Racers lead after
day one at
Drake Creek
DOWNER

LEADS MSU,SITS IN

SECOND PLACE INDIVIDUALLY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
LEDBETTER, Ky. ---- A little known fact in the
golf world is sometimes there are more important
things than making club-to-ball contact.
Some nine teams and 13
Lioderbserd
individuals learned that in
1. Murray Male 295 3133 566
a grueling 36-hole first day
MThDowner 70 77 147
at the Murray State InvitaAlex Hkasmegger 76 74 150
Macon A4cKlmeyT7 73 150
tional Golf Tournament at
Joyce Trus
72 79t51
Drake Creek Golf Course.
79 83182
Cr*.L.1
Stamina and poise under 2. E. Kentucky 299 395604
pressure went toe-to-toe 4t Austin Play 308 305 811
6eknont
309 308817
with club selection and 5. W. Kentucky 314 306829
sweltering conditions at the
golf course that sits on the banks of the Ohio River.
And on Monday, Murray State held the advantage in the early-going. The Racers' 295-303=598
was good .enough for a six-stroke lead over secondplace Eastern Kentucky at 604.
"I'm very pleased with the way we played the
first day," MSU head coach Velvet Milkman said.
"I think the scores that we shot are indicative of
the talent that we have. We just need to continue
to play better (today)."
Andrea Downer led MSU with a two-under 70 in
the morning to go along with a 77 in the afternoon
and stood in second place in the field of 58 comTOMMY DILLARD / Lodger & Times
Hannah Scarborough and holder Nicky Proctor watch a field goal split the uprights In an eighth-grade football practice at petitors with a 147. Alex Hinteregger and Megan
McKinney shared a spot in fifth place.
Calloway County's Jack D. Rose Stadium. Scarborough is the first girl varsity head coach Josh McKee; remembers ever suitHinteregger had rounds of 76-74=150, while McKing up for the program at any level.
inney had scores of 77-73=150. Joyce Trus was in
10th position after scores of 72-79=151, while Caroline Lagerborg was in 38th place with rounds of
79-83=162.
"We're
looking
for
the
best
football
playDowner commented that steady golf is the name
s a physical education
See Hannah Wick
ers, whoever they may be," said McKeel. of the game for the first 18 holes. It's the last nine
teacher at Calloway
"We've had other girls come out to weightlift- that start to take their toll, more mentally than physFulton City at Calloway County
ing before, but I don't believe any have ically, and that's where the senior has to really keep
follows
sevtoday
(eighth-grade
game
When:
5:30
p.m_
County Middle School, enth-grade)
ever seen the field."
her focus.
Though Smith may have been joking
Josh Smith has seen countless Where: Jack D. Rose Stadium
"I have to concentrate a lot more on my shots,"
when he first suggested football to Scarbor- Downer said. "I just try to forget about all the bad
out
she
figured
line,
and
when
in
the
lunch
kids kick soccer balls across the
things when I'm walking down the fairway and just
I was serious, she wanted to talk about ough, she wasn't.
She took his offer seriously, pondered it concentrate when I'm over the ball."
field adjacent to the school.
playing football."
Milkman could take solace in her senior's comdays, Scarborough is doing more over the summer and even came out to
But he had never seen anyone thanThese
watch varsity kicker Garrett Schwettman at ments, noting that it's part of her preseason condijust talking about playing football.
tioning plan that helps her squad endure days like
As the starting kicker for the eighth-grade a high school practice.
kick farther than Hannah
When Smith asked her to come out for Monday.
Lakers, she's handling kickoffs and extra
Scarborough.
points and awaiting her first chance at a a tryout, the only question was whether her
•See INVITATIONAL, 10
parents would be convinced.
field goal.
because
1
was
kind
"1
told
my
mom
first
She's 10 out of 11 on PATs through six
So when Smith, who also serves as head
of scared of what my dad's reaction would
coach of the seventh and eighth grade foot- games, and Smith says he has full confi- be," said Scarborough, who also plays junmake
anything
inside
dence
in
her
ability
to
ball teams, found himself without a placeior varsity soccer and middle school baskicker on the first day of school, a crazy 25 yards.
ketball. "Mom said I should do it and when
coach
Josh
McKAs far as high school
idea popped into his head.
I asked my dad, he said, 'Oh, go for it
first
girl
ever
to
can
figure,
she
is
the
eel
"I knew she could kick farther and harder than anyone in the school, regardless of play in a football game for a Calloway team
II See SCARBOROUGH, 10
gender," he said. "1 said something to her at any level.

SOCCER PLAYER TURNS PLACEKICKER FOR LOCAL MIDDLE SCHOOL TEAM

A

PREP BOYS SOCCER ROUNDUP

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Defense carries Lakers to
win at Hopkinsville

Lady Tigers too much
for Tilghman

Staff Report
Calloway County's defense
turned in a superb second half
and the Lakers came away from
Hopkinsville with a 2-1 victory
Monday night.
Blake Maness scored the decisive goal for Calloway when he
found the back of the net on a
free kick 10 minutes into the second half.
The Lakers played tireless
defense the rest of the way. holding Hopkinsville to nisi four shots
over the rest of the half. Defend-

ers Zach Fortenbery, Leighton Dale,
Karlo Vasquez and Brett Towery
played all 80 minutes of the match.
Goalkeeper Reid McDaniel took
control of every ball that came
into the box in the second half
to lift the Lakers to their third
win of the season and a .500
record going into tonight's 2nd
District rematch at Graves County.
Against Hopkinsville (1-7-1).
Calloway set the tone in the first
five minutes of the match when
•Sea SOCCER, 10

Staff Repoli
Murray won its second consecutive match Monday night, defeating Paducah Tilghman in consecutive games at Tiger Gymnasium.
The Lady Tigers took the first
game 25-17 and the second 2519 to notch their 10th victory of
the season and improve to 10-5.
Tilghman fell to 7-6.
Lauren Dieleman dished out 13
assists and 14 digs while Taylor
Butler added eight kills. Chelcie
Winchester contributed 13 digs
and Aneshia Gray turned in four

assists and a .750 hitting percentage.
Catherine Claywell added six
kills and three blocks.
Tilghman got the best of Murray in junior varsity action. winning 2-0 (21-13, 21-10). Alex Page
notched three assists, Aisha Fields
turned in three kills and four digs
and Chelsea Hill added four digs.
The Lady Tiger freshmen also
fell to Tilghman 1-2 (21-15. 921. 6- I 5).
Murray travels to Carlisle County tonight for a 6 p.m. game time.

!fa

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Andrea Downer is in second place Individually
at the Murray State Invitational and led the
Racers atop the leaderboard after the first day
of play at Drake Creek in Ledbetter.
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From Page 9
Theo Qualls sent a cross to
Nick Holt, who beat his defender and placed the ball in the
corner of the net.
The Tigers answered toward
the end of the half, sending
the match to the break knot-

IIIMUM MEP

From Page 9
said Pruitt, who is the team's top and I'm so used to tryFOOTIALL POLL
girl!"
captain and plays running back. ing to get the ball up in the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The top
With the support of her par"She gives us a better chance air."
teams In the Kentucky Associated
ents secured, Scarborough to get points after we score
Press high school football pole. with
In addition to the technical
Willilisce votes. reooide. INN points
stepped onto the green grass a touchdown, so she makes aspects of kicking
, she must and previous ranidngs:
of Jack D. Rose Stadium, and us better."
gee'IA
also find time to practice while
with a large audience of high
Tbe boys have been almost still keeping up with her soc- *warSebes( IIPV Red TP Pr.
1. Lim Chrielan (14) 3-0 209
1
school coaches and wide-eyed faultlessly supportive of their cer and basketb
all schedules.
(7) 4-0 202
S. WOW
2
boys, she booted a kickoff newest teammate, Scarborough
CMIWISe
Co.
n
On some days, she goes to &
150
4
that hit at the 10-yard line reports, but she admits some- basketball for 30 minute
4.INK/mood
(1) 1-2130
3
s to S.
.3-1119 6
and rolled into the end zone. time feeling awkward and out an hour immedi
ately after 6.-Allen Cons*
- 3.0 96
8
"At that moment, I said of place.
Frenldort
school, then comes to the sec- 7.
- 1-2 71
5
'You're hired,-Smith laughed.
Smith says he and his staff ond half of football practice I. Lou. Holy Cross - 2-2 44
7
9. Fekytew
- 3-1 42
"In the kickoff aspect alone, have done everything they can before heading off
to a full
10. illehop Women - 3-0 40
she made ow team better."
to treat her as any other mem- two hours of soccer.
Smith initially intended to ber of the team. The coaches
Others receiving voles: 11, Lou. Ky
Smith doesn't require ScarCountry Day 23. 12, Ftscelene 14. 13,
use Scarborough for kickoffs award helmet stickers for borough to be present
at every Beres 13. 14, Compbelssits 10. 15,
only.
game-altering plays, which practice, but she attends almost Harlan 8. 15, Bellevue & 17, Paintsvas
Developing field goal and Scarborough receives for extra unfailingly.
S. 18, Clinton Co. 5.19. PlismIN 4.20,
Lynn Camp 3.20, Betsy Layne 3.
extra-point kickers isn't a pri- points.
ority for most middle school
Through six games, she has
Scarborough isn't the first
Pees 2A
coaches and most squads reg- the fourth-most stickers on the of her gender
PPV Ncd TV Pre
to serve as a
1. Fort Campbell (21) 4-0219
1
ularly try for two-point con- team.
football kicker. Katie Hnida 2. Corbin
3.0178
2
versions.
Still, Scarborough will never became the first woman to 3. Prestonsburg (1)- 4-0107
3
But one day, Smith looked be able to truly blend in with score in a Divisio
Murray
- 4-0145
5
n I-A foot- 4.
5. Lou. DeSales
- 3-1 106
up from offensive and defen- her teammates. She doesn't ball game in 2003
8
when she IL Monroe Co.
- 4-0 106
7
sive drills only to see Scar- get to experience locker room booted two extra
points for 7. Omen Co.
- 3-1 75
4
borough practicing short-range camaraderie. She can't always New Mexico.
8. Carroll Co.
- 4-0 52
Newport Cent. Cali- 1-3 37
field goals.
8
join in the boys' conversaBut female football players 9.
10. Shelby Valley
- 3-0 36
She was consistently split- tions.
are still few and far between
ting the uprights from as far
"It's awkward when they're and sometimes face discrimi- Others receiving voles: 11, Coy. Holy
Cross 28. 12. Dorsals 18. 13.
as 20 yards out.
doing their guy stuff, joking nation.
Owensboro Catholic 14. 14. Napa«
She began practicing extra around, and I can't really do
The
Georgia
12. 15, Caldwell Co. 11. 15, Hancock
Football
points and now gives the Lak- that with them," she said. "It's League, the govern
Co. 2.
ing body
ers a weapon most of the a little uncomfortable, but it's over private school
sports in
CMGs SA
teams they compete against fun hanging out with them.
the state, dismissed high school
asnii-Sehool
PPV Rod TP Pre
don't have.
"They'll come up to me in freshman Kacy Stuart from her
1. Meson Co.
(16) 4-0 211
1
2. Somerset
No one understands this the hallways and say, 'Hey, New Creation Center
(2) 4-0186
3
team in
3.
Lou.
Central
(3)
1-3
135
2
better than the weapon her- kicker!' We played Graves a a 2008 case that drew
nation- 4. Slisklon Clark
- 21133
4
self. who missed a soccer game couple weeks ago and ran into wide attention.
5. Hurry Co.
(1) 4-0 119
8
let Thursday because, as she some of their football players
- 2-2106
7
McKeel says he knows of S.Sellty
7.
Russel
- 2-2 54
5
put It, she Iketball teem need- somewhere. (The boys) were no KHSAA bylaw
preventing 8. Wast Carter
- 3-1 49
ed Mix more.
like, 'Yeah, she's our kicker, Scarborough from kicking
9. Hort Co.
- 3-1 39
in
10. Breethil Co.
"Ms is a big game," she so be ready.' They take up high school next
- 1-3 36
6
season as (11e) Weseem
- 2-1 35
said before the eighth-grade for me."
doing so would be in violaLiken defeated Mayfield 23In addition to sometimes- tion of Title IX.
•
receiving votes: 12. Paducah
Tilghman 24. 13, Fbming Co. 22. 14,
20. If I'm not here, it could awkward social situations,
"If I had a chance to kick
Ellzebellown 18 15, Megclin Co. 14.
cost us the game and we have Scarborough's debut season has in high school,
is, Lewis Co. 9. 17, Pike Co. Central
I would want
a chance to go all the way had its other challenges.
7. 18, Adak Co 5. 19. Lou. Shawnee 4.
to," she said. "My mom and
to state in football. I don't
She had to learn the nuances I had a conversation yester- 20, Unkin Co. 3. 20, Russellville 3. 20,
North Oldham 3.23, Spencer Co. 2.
want to risk that."
of kicking an oddly-shaped day about how I'm doing someball as opposed to a perfect- thing some other girl might
Clem 4A
Renislichool
Robert Pruitt and his team- ly circular one.
WV Ned TP Pre
have wanted to do but was1. Boyle Co.
(17) 3-0 206
1
mates knew Scarborough was
She'd never heard anything n't able.
2. Bel Co.
(2) 9-1 183
2
due for a tryout, but when of the precise steps placekick3. Lone Oak
(2) 40 173
"They say football is a guy
5
she showed up at practice for era must take in their approach sport, but for
4. Alan Co.-Scolarrille- 3-0141
4
me, coming here 5.
LPL Catholic
- 2-2106
3
the first time, they found them- to the ball. Onside kicks are and playing footbal
l, I think & West Jessamine (1) 4-0 96 7
selves surprised nonetheless.
another issue entirely.
people think differently now. 7. Lamm Co.
- 3-0 86
9
'I'd heard about it, but it
- 1-2 43
"That's the hardest kick I've They didn't think a girl could 8. Melon Co.
8
9. Hoenig
- 3-0 40
was kind of different seeing ever had to learn." she said. do it"
I& Dual East
- 2-2 31
6
a girl out there on our team," "You have to strike it on the
- Story by Thatary Dillard
Mos veoskles voter 11. Leu.
Feirdsle a.is, McCoserfGoma IS.
13, Prankilt-Simpeati 15. 14.

ted up at one.
Tonight begins a set* of
three important district.patch-.
es for the Lakers.
FroM Page0
cling to Graves. Callontay
"Thu mooed 18 is certain
play at Murray on
y. ly as eeduranen tat," she said.then host their crosstown deals
"We prepared for that and
on Sept. 22.
that's why we do conditioning several'days a week and
it shows. WO:
,Ware able to
maintain our Wvid of play and
that's due to OW physical Moms.
"We do glli-hole qualifier
OM /UV.*,tight them.
Thai" Allit very ma
bet
Mame trots
playing at home and playing
Is a tournament. We didn't
start off very well on our second 18 and that concerned me
a little, but they were able to
pull it together and that's due
to their fitness."
While the Racers do have
four individuals playing as a
team, Murray State has three
girls competing as individuals
•Transmisslon Flush only.Morgan
Cross fired scores
of 77-75=152 and had a spot
•Coolant Flush
in 12th place, while Claudia
•Betts, Hoses
Schwan was in 21st place after
scores of 77-79-156. lilian
•Used Tires
Brake had scores of 90-84-174

iTnvttàtional

*MICHELIN *GOODYEAR *DAYTON
*FIRESTONE •KUMHO
•Allgnment
•Brakes
*Shocks
•Struts

Murray Ledger & Times

and had a spot in 54th place.
All Mire
were playing as individuals.
Austin Peay was in third
place in the field of Mee teams
with a 611. Belmont (617),
Western Kentucky (620) and
Iheiessee SD&(627) made up
Abe top six. Evansville (628)
Was in seventh place, while
APSU Red (632) was in *la
place and Lipscomb (657) was
hi aim&
Dials Creek is playing to
a par of 72 for the tournament and a length of 6,178
yards as the final round concludes today.
Welk CalTIO• WAN
me% ipalf at MIsalualgel
Thc Murray State men's golf
team began its 2009-10 season Monday with an appearance in the Sam Hall Intercollegiate hosted by Southern
Mississippi University at Hattiesburg Country Club.
The field of 84 competitors were forced off the course
in the afternoon by heavy rain
and weren't able to finish the
second round.

Pito; was to resneae.a $
a.m. today with die field POW
pitting the second and find
rounds.
After round one, the Racers shared 12th place with fellow Ohio Valley Conference
member Austin Peay in the
field of 15 teams.
MSU had a 293 and was
ahead of 14th place Troy (294)
and 15th piece Winthrop (296).
MSU's Jared Wolfe carded an even-par 71 for a spot
in 23rd place, while Cameron
Carrico was in 35th place after
a 72. Patrick Newcomb had a
74 and was in 52nd place,
with Nick Newcomb in 60th
with a 76. William Hunt was
in 74th place with a 78.
Chris Griffin is playing the
event as an individual and was
in 35th position with a 72.
Memphis was the leader at
277, while Arkansas State and
Arkansas-Little Rock shared
second place at 280.
Southeastern Louisiana
(281), Louisiana-Lafayette and
Kennesaw State (284) made
up the top six squads.
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PIOCIMMIN Co. 14.16. R011111n Co. 10.
16, Lou. Maim $17. Wass Co. 7.
111 issuAialley 5.19, Morison Co 3.
20, Most Ow**2.

Ilialseslual

Cans SA

VRod TP Pva

1. HIshlwids
(21) 4-02111
2. Sowing Gress% (t) 4-0126
3. Osinsboro
- 3.0161
4. John Hardin
- 3.0144
5. Ashland Blimar
- 4-0 128
a Anderson Co.
- 3-098
7. Chimer+ Co.
- 2-2 56
8. Lacher Co. Cm** 3-1 46
9. Ormeon Co.
• 4-0 39
10. Pony Co. CerMal - 3-0 30

2
3
4
6
7
10

Others receiving voles: 11, Lou.
Jellersonlown 25.12, Dtde Heights 19.
12, &At Cense( 19.14, Weary Co.
16. 15, Herten Co. 5.16, Clay Co. 4.
IS. Warren Central 4. 16, North Laurel
3
Class SA
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pre
1. Lou. lisle
(6) 4-0190
2
2. Lou. St. Xavier (13) 2-1 181
1
3. Las. Henry Clay - 3-0 143
4
4. Lou. Trinity
- 1-2 142
3
5. Simon Kenton
- 3-0 116
5
8. Las. Bryan Stilton - 4-0106
8
7. Lou. Fem Creek - 3-0 86
6
8. Central Hardin
- 4-0 82
10
9. Conner
- 4-0 47
10. Scott Co.
- 2-1 35
7
Other' receiving voles: 11, Lou. Butler
21.12, Boone Co. 10 13, Graves Co
8. 13, Ryie 8.
Al Associated Press members in
Kentucky ars elgIble to participate In
So high school football pot Thom who
voted lot this week's poll are: The Daly
kidependsro, Ashiend; Duly News,
Bowen Green; Timm-Tribune, Corbin;
The Advocate-Messenger, Danville;
The News-Enimprise, Bizabetitorm;
The Stale Journal, Franidon; Daily
Enterprise, Haden; The Gleaner.
Henderson; Kentucky New Era,
Hopitinmals; Lexington Herold-Leader; :
The Courier-Journal, Louisville; The
Ledger-Midependent;'The Msyfisid
Messenger. The Middlesboro Daily
News; The Money Ledger .1 Tines;
Owensboro Memenger-inquirer,
Kentucky Enquirer, Fort Mitchell;
WKYX:INLKY; AMON; WM.

From Page 9
will see time on Saturday.
"We seem to be in good
shape as of right now," he
said. "Austen (Lane) is fine;
Jeff seems to be clear-head.
ed. Marcus (Harris) seems to
be clear. They just got dinged.
(lama!) Crook had a little bit
of a foot injury, but he was
much better yesterday and I
was pleased about that. I think
the only questionable guy right
now is Jason Cope and that
goes back to if his hand has
to get pinned, he'll be out. If
not, they make a club-cast and
he can play."
Tamar Butler and Taylor
Lanigan, who has missed the
first two games of the season
with a knee injury, will also
return to the lineup and start
Saturday.

